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Exeutive SummaryViruses and worms exist sine for some time. But the inreasing sale of the Internet providesnew opportunities for malware developers. Computers an be taken over by third parties. Suhaptured omputers, bots, an be virtually rounded up. This allows one person, a herder, tomanage a network of bots, known as botnet.Mikko Hypponen from F-Seure says �We are seeing less of the big virus outbreaks suh asSasser and Blaster, and so some people believe the situation is getting better, when in fat itis getting worse. The bad boys are getting more professional and doing more targeted attaks�.Criminals are beoming more professional and attaks are growing more sophistiated.The quality of a botnet, like the one from the gang behind the famous Storm network, lies inits oordinated and well planned exeution. During the Christmas season of 2007 a new wave ofspam emails was sent out to lure users onto infeted websites to take over their omputers. Thesending out of the spam mails was timed with the losing of the Russian domain registrar for theChristmas season. Requests to unregister the domain names used to advertise the infeted webservers would only be handled after the holidays. This allowed the Storm gang to run the spamwave for a few days without the fear of having to hange the soliited domain names.Although the quality of botnets and malware in general is onstantly improving, some aspetsremain the same. A botnet has a typial lifeyle. Bots are onstruted by a software developerand then released into the publi. At some point the bots will get deteted by an AV ompanyor an independent malware researher. The researher will ath at least one opy of the bot andanalyse the arhiteture and funtionality of the bot. When he knows enough about the bot andthe botnet he will annihilate the botnet and try to �nd out about the owner of the bots so he ansend that information to a law enforement ageny.Unfortunately urrent defene mehanisms won't defend us ompletely from the new threats.Bots are onstantly and automatially hanging their signature to suessfully avoid the detetionby urrent AV software.There are indiations where the general development of bot software is heading. Authors ofbots and herders of botnets are getting more professional, and they are exploring new options andpossibilities. They will run the botnets like big orporation run their internal orporate networkwith monitoring software and intrusion detetion. Suh professionalisation will make the detetion,analysis and annihilation of botnets signi�antly more omplex.Botnets do have muh potential and the riminals realise this. They are testing out di�erentdesigns and are �lling their armoury with new triks. It is time to gather some intelligene andwork on the defene.The hapter overing trends and future development has been rewritten several times fromthe time I started this projet to submission of the thesis. This is beause botnet tehniques areevolving faster than the time allowed for my projet. Some developments whih I predited werereported in the wild. This is a nie example to show that the whole topi is onstantly hangingand it is essential that we keep pae with the developments.
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Part 1Bakground



CHAPTER 1Preamble1.1. FearThere is an old saying that fear is a powerful motivator. Fear is often used in politis andthe ordinary life if somebody modi�es people's behaviour. Fear sells well for it stimulates theimagination and paves the way for general unertainty and doubt.In reent years many ountries introdued laws against eletroni rimes often termed as hak-ing. On one hand this helped in proteting infrastruture and onvit riminals. On the otherhand the researh industry was hindered in doing researh beause their tools beame outlawed.The researhers feared their daily work ould turn them into riminals.In most ountries it is now illegal to reate, possess or distribute viruses and general malware.What was demonstrated with alohol during the prohibition in the USA, illegal ativities an turninto prospering businesses. It should not ome as a surprise that organised rime is behind somebotnets.Banks and other organisations spread fear about phishing, pharming and identity theft. Thenews warns about viruses without supplying onrete information. And worse, only an elitist groupreally understands the problem. Everybody else is just overstrained with the topi, or how it isommuniated.There is yet another soure of fear. When publily talking about future threats and emergingtrends of malware there is evidene that suh work is not always reeived well [? ℄, [AM07℄. Ilearnt this myself during the writing of this thesis. While the analysis of botnets is reeived well,it quikly beomes obvious that publishing �ndings should only happen within a losed group ofspeialists.I do not agree with keeping the researh seret. While I agree in keeping intelligene seretto not peril the proseution of individuals, it is my strong opinion that an open exhange of trendanalysis by far outweighs the disadvantages of giving the authors of botnets ideas. Keeping ideasseret won't keep the riminals from having the same ideas. But disussing ideas and thoughtsopenly at least gives the hane that somebody will �nd mitigation strategies before an idea isimplemented in some form of malware and spread in the wild.1.2. UnertaintyAording to a reent news artile [New07℄, the number of bots making the storm botnetreahed 50 millions of omputers. Said artile referenes a press statement [Mes07℄ by MessageLabswhih states that the storm botnet �now estimated to omprise of 1.8 million omputers worldwide�.Why is there a disrepany of 48.5 million omputers between the news artile and the pressstatement? Whih number is orret? What fats were used to build these �gures?The same news.om artile also referenes an interview [ITN07℄ between Matt Sergeant, hiefanti-spam tehnologist with MessageLabs and the Australian news website itnews.om.au. Theitnews artile ites Matt Sergeant to have said that he �suspets the botnet ould be as large as50 million omputers�. While it is not lear how Matt Sergeant determined this number, thisis probably the soure of �50 million drones in the storm botnet� whih was mentioned in thenews.om artile.Shadowserver is traking botnets and their ativity on a worldwide sale sine quite sometime and is an authoritative soure for botnet related information. When talking to members ofthe Shadowserver Foundation it beame lear, that the number of 50 million bots is an order ofmagnitude too large.Aording to [RZMT06℄ �there seems to be little, if any, agreement on what spei�ally the sizeof a botnet refers to�. The size an onsist of many di�erent fators. [Hol08℄ desribes the growing
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1.5. CONTENT 11size of the Storm botnet during the Christmas season 2007/08. It is interesting to see that whilethe botnet generally grew, there were some diurnal and geographi fators whih are responsiblefor a varying instead of linear growth.Whih leads to the question of how the number of bots in a botnet an be measured andwhether inative or o�ine omputers are ounted as well. There are many other fators whihneed to be addressed. Some omputers are running on a link whih hanges their IP addressevery time the omputer reonnets to the Internet (or one a day, or regularly). Over time suhaddress hanges an lead to an inorret piture sine a naive interpretation of the logs an lead tothe onlusion that the whole network is infeted although it is the same infeted omputer justreonneting with di�erent IP addresses. 1.3. DoubtSome bot developers are developing quite sophistiated software using the latest tehnology tohide and protet their brood. Beause of the networked nature of botnets and their distributionover many jurisditions it is very di�ult to trak the riminals behind the botnets. There is alsoa onstant evolution in tehnology and a onstant growth of the quality and subtlety of malwarein general whih results in the riminals having even more power of ontrol.There is already quite some material available about botnets. Many ompanies and groupsinvest in the researh of botnets and the development of defene mehanisms against them. Whileorganisations like the Shadowserver Foundation have existed for some time, they still have muhmore work to do and measured by the rate of development of new tehnologies and the sophisti-ation of some of the botnets, the end is not near.The question is, where are we now and where are we heading to? While the botnets and thetehnology used by them beome more advaned, the urrent strategy to defeat the botnets islargely the same sine day one: Attak the C&C. While still an e�etive strategy, the question isif that strategy will remain e�etive for muh longer. Or will we need new strategies and threatmitigation alternatives?Analysing malware is ost intensive, although some automation tehnologies exist and areonstantly developed. The main problem remains. The situation has beome a general war ofresoures where the bot developers raise the bar as high as possible and the botnet hunters ounterthis trend with more resoures and even newer tehnology. If we an believe in the latest reportson the quality of AV software [hei07℄, then the wrong side is urrently winning the battle.There is another option to �ght botnets. Make the owners of the aptured omputers aware ofwhat the problem is and why they are part of the problem. But this an only be suessful whenthere is a general disussion of the topi. If it would be suessful at all.1.4. Projet ObjetivesThis projet has the following objetives:
• Identify key tehnologies used for the development, ommand and ontrol of botnets.
• Identify key players.
• Identify and question urrent detetion mehanisms and inident handling strategies.
• Analyse and researh into potential development trends, new detetion and monitoringtehnologies and mitigation strategies.1.5. ContentChapter 2 is an introdution to botnets. It ontains details about the botnets in general andidenti�es the key players.Chapter 3 takes a look at the past. How things evolved and how botnets ame into existene.Chapter 4 is a taxonomy of a botnet. This hapter is a basis onto whih the following haptersbuild.Chapters 5 to 8 desribe the typial lifeyle of a botnet. These hapters disuss how botnetsdefend themselves and how the annihilation of a botnet ould evolve to ounter these self-defenemehanisms.Chapter 9 looks into what ould ome tomorrow and what we may need to do to defendourselves.



CHAPTER 2Introdution to Botnets2.1. OverviewThis hapter introdues botnets. It ontains information about naming and the key players.It introdues possible motivations for building and running a botnet. While bot software an beused for legitimate purposes, this thesis is fousing on the illegal uses of bots. Bots in this ontextare installed without the users onsent and for illegal purposes only.2.2. Naming2.2.1. Bot. Software whih is run on a omputer to perform some prede�ned automated taskis alled a software robot. Aording to [EO007℄ the word robot omes �from Czeh robotnik�whih means 'slave' and from the word �robota� whih means 'fored labor, drudgery'. Robots anhave di�erent purposes. They an be used for benign tasks like indexing websites for searh enginesor regularly updating weather information on a homepage. But Robots an also have maliiouspurposes like sending out spam or attaking other omputers.An attaker attaks a omputer and suessfully exploits a software vulnerability or �soialengineers� the rightful owner into exeuting a trojan horse to apture the omputer system andgain system privileges. System privileges means the attaker has full ontrol over the vitim'somputer, with the same privileges the rightful system administrator usually has. In this senario,the owner of the omputer neither agrees in having the omputer misused nor does he notie it ismisused. At least not immediately. Suh a aptured system is alled a robot or �bot�.It is important to note that the quality of the bots varies greatly based on the skills of therespetive developer. While there are bots whih immediately terminate themselves beause ofprogramming errors, there are other bots whih make use of sophistiated P2P arhitetures.Zombie. Bots are sometimes alled zombies. In literature, zombies are abouli dead humanbeings whih follow their masters will and their own urge to eat human �esh and brains. This isan appropriate desription of bots whih do whatever their seret master is asking them to do.Drone. Bots are sometimes alled drones and botnets are alled drone armies. This thesis willmake use of the word 'bot' for a aptured omputer, 'bot lient' for the maliious software runningon the bot and 'botnet' to desribe the whole bot network.2.2.2. Botnet. The name botnet is the omposition of the words bot and net. Net is theshort version for network. In general, a botnet is a platform for distributed omputing [Sav05℄.Typially thousands of bots are rallied together to form a botnet [DGZ+05℄.The main purpose of botnets is to use hijaked omputers for fraudulent online ativities[Bar07℄. Among these ativities are blakmail, fraud and identity theft.Botnets are managed by single riminals, a group of riminals or an organised rime syndi-ate. Beause of the growing omplexity of botnets and their requirements, the various jobs andassignments around the botnet development and maintenane are distributed over di�erent roles.2.3. Botnet Single Components2.3.1. Rallying and Command & Control. The botnet gets its power from its interon-netedness and its size. The more bots are in a network, the more dangerous a botnet beomes.Depending on the tehnique used to ontrol a botnet, the rallying and C&C either sales well withgrowth of the botnet or there will be a tehnial limit on the maximum botnet size.All these fators are determined by the key disriminators of a botnet. Among these disrim-inators are the size of the botnet and the diameter of the virtual network ontaining all the bots[DGZ+05℄. The diameter desribes how far away on the Internet eah bot entity is from eah other.Where distane is not measured in meters but in network hops between the bots.12



2.3. BOTNET SINGLE COMPONENTS 13

Figure 2.1. DropperPush vs. Pull. There are two general ontrol mehanisms to manage a botnet. The one is topush the ommands from the C&C to the bots. To do so the botnet needs an arhiteture wherethe bots are always onneted to the C&C infrastruture. The pull mehanism means that thebots are not always onneted to the C&C infrastruture and therefore need to regularly ontatthe C&C and pull the new ommands and information on their own.2.3.2. Dispersion. The dispersion of a botnet typially happens in multiple steps as shownin �gure 2.1. First, an attaking system sans network ranges for vulnerable systems. One avulnerable system is found the attaking system tries to exploit the deteted vulnerability (1).On suess a dropper is installed (2). The dropper is usually a very small appliation whih onlyontains the logi to asynhronously download the atual bot software [PSY07℄. One the dropperis installed and running, it independently downloads the atual bot software (3) from a host servingthe bot lient. Suh a �le serving host is usually running on another infeted bot.While there are other variations of the same proedure, this is the most ommon proedure.The rationale for suh an approah is simple. Only the mahines doing the sanning are at risk ofdetetion.Asynhronously downloading the botnet software after a suessful exploit has another reason.The exploiting appliation an be muh smaller than it ould otherwise be, therefore uses lessresoures and time to transmit1. This leaves more resoures for the attaking system. It anattak new systems while the infeted omputers are installing the bot lient on their own. Thebot software is only installed on an infeted mahine whih lowers the risk of having the binaryanalysed by a botnet hunter.2.3.3. Lifeyle. When looking into botnets it makes sense to desribe their typial lifey-le. Doing so helps in explaining the di�erent phases of life and how design deisions during theonstrution phase are in�uening the later phases. The lifeyle as desribed in �gure 2.2 wasde�ned for this thesis and is explained in detail in part two. The following is a short introdutionto the di�erent phases.Constrution. In the onstrution stage somebody designs and develops the botnet software.This typially onsists of a C&C infrastruture and a bot lient. After onstrution, the bot isbeing released in the wild and starts to spread and build up the botnet.Detetion. When a botnet grows to a ertain size it beomes visible on the radar of seurityprofessionals and espeially the botnet hunters. Reasons for being deteted an be manifold andare disussed in the respetive hapter.Capturing. One a botnet is deteted, a researher will get her hands on the bot software forfurther analysis. There are di�erent strategies to apture bot lients whih will be desribed in alater hapter.1It is interesting to note that bot developers sometimes inlude utilities for deompressing �les in their malware tokeep the downloads as small as possible.



2.4. PLAYERS 14

Figure 2.2. Botnet LifeyleAnalysis. One the bot lient is aptured, the researher will study the software and probablywath the di�erent bots and their C&C behaviour to learn more about the nature of that spei�botnet and its arhiteture.Annihilation. When a botnet is analysed and well understood, botnet hunters will typiallytry to tear it down. There are di�erent strategies to do so and many motivations why somebodywould want to take down a botnet. All of whih are disussed in the respetive hapter.2.4. PlayersThere are several key players involved in the botnet lifeyle. These are desribed in thissetion.2.4.1. Bot Developer. The developer is the person designing and implementing the botlient. The bot developer does not neessarily need to know a programming language very well.It is relatively simple to �nd soure ode for bots on the Internet. Besides using free soures, it isalso possible to either buy a bot lient written by a third party or to use one of the point & likkits whih allow the reation of a bot without any programming skills.Some developers published the omplete soures for their bots under an Open Soure liene2so that others an use what they developed so far. While this provides unique aess to bot soures,and therefore makes it simpler for the botnet hunters to detet and annihilate a botnet, it alsoopens the doors for entire series of lones and enhaned opies of suh bots.Aording to [Bar07℄ the riminal organisations behind botnets �employ software developers,they buy and sell infrastruture for their riminal ativities and they reruit people (mules) formoney laundering to hide their identity�. This makes sense sine reating and running botnetsstarted to beome omplex. The same behaviour an be seen in the legal software development�eld sine many years. Software fatories often buy and use third party omponents. Thesesoftware ompanies are speialising in some �eld and for the other needs they buy omponentsfrom third party developers. Some bot developers do the same; they buy and use omponents fortheir bot software. Among these omponents are infetion mehanisms, exploits used to attakomputers and others.2.4.2. Bot herder. The bot herder is desribed by [ZHH+07℄ as the human operator on-trolling the ompromised omputers. Other soures are using the word botnet master [BS07℄ orbotmaster [Got07℄, but all these terms mean the same. The bot herder does not neessarily needto be the same person as the bot developer.2An interesting question whih I did not further pursue is about the legal aspets of suh a move. Publishingmalware is illegal in many jurisditions. This will have an impat on the validity of the liene the malware wasreleased under. But of ourse, this will not hinder anybody of using suh published soure as a basis to reate newmalware.



2.5. MOTIVATION AND USAGE 15Some bot herders are buying existing botnets (or taking them by fore3) or are re-using botlients from a third party. Other bot herders are using their botnet themselves, or they are rentingthe whole or parts of their botnet to a third party botnet user.2.4.3. Botnet user. This an either be the bot herder herself or somebody else. Aording to[NBL06℄ botnets are rented by their bot herders to third party botnet users. These users are thenusing suh rented botnets for sending out spam or for ommitting online rime. Temporarily rentinga botnet an be �nanially interesting. For somebody who wants to blakmail the ompetitor orwants to send out millions of spam mails it is probably less expensive and risky to rent an existingbotnet than to reate and maintain a new one.2.4.4. Vitims. Generally there are two groups of vitims, the owner of the omputer runningthe bot lient and the entity whih will be targeted through the botnet.In a wider sense, we all are vitims of botnets. We reeive spam sent through bots daily and weall ould wake up one day and �nd out that we are at the wrong end of a DDoS attak ontrolledby a botnet herder.2.4.5. Botnet hunter. A botnet hunter is somebody analysing botnets and trying to takebotnets and their C&C infrastruture down. Botnet hunters an either be individuals workingon their own in a kind of isolated way. Or they are organised in teams sharing intelligene andoordinating the analysis like [Sha05℄ and [Tea05℄ do.2.5. Motivation and UsageThere must be a reason why there are botnets. As in many things humans do, there aredi�erent motivations to reate and run a botnet. While things started as a game between IRCusers, things turned out quikly to beome nasty.Depending on what the botnet is used for, the motivation an be of a monetary nature. Abotnet an either be rented to a third party [Mon07℄ or it an be used to diretly generate revenuewith installing adware on the bot, running a phishing operation or it an be used for a DDoSattak [FPPS07℄.Douments found on a bot an also be sold to ompanies interested in inside information, formarket researh, to paparazzi, terrorist ells interested in vulnerable systems, ounter terrorismagenies or other parties interested in that data [FA07℄. An interesting thought is the possibilityfor the botnet master to start a bidding war between di�erent parties interested in purhasing thesame (stolen) douments.Another simple reason an be the longing for reating general havo without any �nanialinterests or motivations. Botnets are often used to �nd new vitims whih are then also turnedinto bots and added to the botnet.There is the assumption that bots are used as anonymous proxies whih an be used bythe botnet masters to oneal their real identity. There is also the suggestion [FPPS07℄ thatompromised omputers are misused as bots for onneting to blak markets.Another motivation is the reruitment of an army of bots whih an be used for yber warfare,terrorism or politial and random protest [WPSC03℄.2.5.1. Botnet ommere. Monetary interest is probably the biggest motivator to run abotnet and there are many ways to earn money with bots. Sine there are no osts of running abotnet - the unaware owners of the bots are paying all the bills - it is quite simple to earn moneyfrom running a botnet. Aording to [Mon07℄ a DDoS attak osts between US$10 to US$20 forone hour. The osts to run a DDoS attak for one day are about US$100. The botnet herders eveno�er 10 minutes of testing time in advane for free, just to proof their botnet's apabilities.The bots an also be used to send out spam. Looking at the pries for spamming servies, 10millions spam-mails per day were o�ered for US$500 by one bot herder.These were only the diret renting o�ers, other �business ases� apply. For example, using aDDoS attak to extort a ompany an not only bring in huge sums of dollars very quikly. Butsuh an attak an also be suessful when shutting down a ompetitor's network during a releaseof a new produt or in similar senarios.3Bots sometimes have bakdoors. Espeially if they are bought from a third party bot developer. If a rivallingbotnet herder knows about suh bakdoors, he an take over the bots.



2.6. LEGAL LIABILITIES 16The development osts of a botnet are di�ult to be estimated. But the same rules apply asin the legal software industry. Depending on how muh soure ode was reused from other botsand how many third party libraries were used, the development osts an be kept quite small.Developing new and sophistiated tehnologies on the other hand will beome quikly expensive.2.6. Legal liabilitiesThe problem with the Internet from the perspetive of the law is that a botnet an be operatedfrom anywhere in the world. Typially from a ountry where the risk of being traked by the loallaw enforement ageny is low. While it is illegal to operate a botnet in Switzerland4 and the UKas well as in many other ountries, knowing the right person an help in not getting proseuted[Tun07℄.From a perseution of the botnets view, the urrent situation is worse still. Although therequired laws are in plae, botnet masters nowadays generally don't risk any legal ations takenagainst them. This has many reasons. From my own observations, the top reasons are:
• Missing know-how within the law enforement agenies.
• This spei� rime not being on the radar of the general masses.
• Politiians preferring to proseute hild pornography and other ases with a high atten-tion.Law enforement agenies do not have in�nite resoures at their disposal and history shows thatwhoever deides on whih ases to proseute has no interest in investigating in botnets.The prinipal problem with not proseuting botnet masters is that ignoring them shows animpliit form of aepting what they do. This will lead to even more attaks and even more playersjoining the game.

4Somebody reating and running a botnet from Switzerland would possibly be liable to proseution beause ofreating a malware, attaking and entering omputer systems, unauthorised obtaining of data and probably theunauthorised hange of data.



CHAPTER 3Botnet History3.1. Yesterday3.1.1. The rise of malware. Aording to [Wikb℄, �malware is software designed to in�ltrateor damage a omputer system without the owner's informed onsent. It is a portmanteau of thewords 'maliious' and 'software'. The expression is a general term used by omputer professionalsto mean a variety of forms of hostile, intrusive, or annoying software or program ode.�Malware, namely in form of worms and viruses1, is known sine quite some time. With theadvent of networks, and espeially the Internet, the landsape began to hange. More and moreomputers were onneted with eah other and it beame possible to onnet from a omputerfrom one end of the world to another omputer at the other end.3.1.2. International real-time ommuniation. In summer 1988, Jarkko Oikarinen (whothen worked at the Department of Information Proessing Siene at the University of Oulu,Finland) programmed and ran the �rst IRC server. IRC stands for Internet Relay Chat and is aprotool with whih users an ommuniate in written language with eah other. IRC was one ofthe �rst IM methods on the Internet and is still in use by speial user groups. Many other IMproduts have evolved sine then. While they have di�erent names, the basi idea is still the same.Users an send text messages to a group of users or diretly to another user.IRC beame quite popular and attrated a mostly young audiene. Soon appliations werewritten whih did manage the server. But users also started to write software whih an be usedto play games, whih helped manage a hannel or whih an be used to download and print thelatest headlines from a news website. There were many ideas and therefore many di�erent suhappliations. These helper appliations were alled bots.Sine IRC servers attrated a young audiene, this lead to typial problems where the peopleevaluated what was possible and what was not. Sine the Internet always pretends to give somekind of anonymity, the inhibition threshold was probably lower than in the �real life�. One of thefamous games of the day onsisted of attaking the hat infrastruture so that a legitimate usewas not possible anymore. The main tati was to run the hat lient many times on the sameomputer. This was alled to run lones. These lones were onneting to the hat server untilthe server ollapsed. At some point somebody must have had the idea to run lones from di�erentomputers to gain even more power. From there the idea of DDoS and using IRC to ontrol thedi�erent lones must have evolved. When IRC operators started to exlude misbehaving usersfrom their servers, these users started to �ght bak with even �bigger guns�.Aording to [Int06℄ the �rst maliious bot, PrettyPark worm, appeared in 1999. PrettyParkwas very moderate feature-wise. While this worm was able to onnet to an IRC Server and retrievea set of ommands, that set was very basi and only allowed a few ommands to be exeuted onthe bot.This thesis uses IRC as an example for a C&C infrastruture to keep things simple. But ofourse there are many other hat protools whih an be, and are, used for C&C as well.1Initially viruses and worms were not the same. The di�erene between those two harateristis of malware wasthat worms spread on their own while viruses need a spreading mehanism. Worms used to be less lethal to omputersystems than viruses. Worms mostly tried to infet as many mahines as quikly as possible. While viruses alwaysinfeted the host and mostly deleted or orrupted �les or the whole system on that host.Things have hanged in the last few years and today it does not make muh sense to di�erentiate between virusesand worms [Int06℄, [WPSC03℄. In our onneted world worms and viruses joined fores. Worms �logi� is used toinfet the mahines and after a suessful infetion the worm part downloads a virus binary whih is exeuted andtakes then over from the worm.Modern viruses either already ontain the spreading mehanism usually found in worms or know how to downloadand run suh funtionality on their own. 17



3.2. TODAY 183.1.3. Growing omplexity of systems and networks. The Internet is onstantly grow-ing. Systems beome inreasingly dependent of eah other and software running on these systemsis beoming more omplex. This trend has been notieable some time and history shows thatvulnerabilities (in omplex systems) will always be exploited sooner or later.Around the year 2000 the �rst DDoS tools surfaed. Some of them were alled Trinoo, TrinooFlood Network 2k (TFN2k) and Staheldraht. While the theory of DDoS was known before, thesetools allowed a wider audiene to start a DDoS attak on a vitim. They lowered the level ofknow-how whih was needed before.In the same period the Cult of the Dead Cow (D) reated the Bak Ori�e (BO) lient andserver program. BO an be installed on a vitim's mahine, it is then turning invisible. Invisiblemeans that the software is not visible to the normal user. And the software allows an attaker toompletely ontrol the vitim's omputer [XFO℄.There is a famous quote from Edmund Muth, produt manager for seurity from Mirosoft.He said that BO �is not a tool we should take seriously, or our ustomers should take seriously�[CDC07℄. As we learned from history, BO was one of the �rst malware whih hides itself onthe vitim omputer and provides a means for another person to ontrol the vitim omputerremotely. Looking bak, it an be said that BO was the beginning of what the botnets are able todo today. Interestingly enough, the same Edmund Muth later said [BW007℄ that BO �is the kindof software that ould produe very substantial damage to someone's omputer if it were installed�.An interesting reonsideration.Around 2001 the �rst �big� worms started to spread. And they did so very quikly. This isprobably due to the fat that the Internet was growing rapidly at that time and many systemswere running vulnerable software. Code-Red and other worms like Blaster and Sasser all exploiteddi�erent vulnerabilities within software from Mirosoft. Seurity was not a signi�ant issue thenas it is urrently. As desribed in [MSB02℄ some researhers deteted more than 359,000 uniqueIP addresses infeted with the Code-Red worm between midnight UTC on July 19 and midnightUTC on July 20 2001. Other worms reahed equal numbers and some even higher infetion rates.The DDoS tools, the BO ontrol software and the spreading of the worms were a sign of wherewe would be heading to in the next few years. All these di�erent tehnologies would migrate intoone single appliation and beome what we all bot lients.3.2. Today3.2.1. New targets, same attak onepts. When looking at attak targets it is possibleto see a shifting of targets during the last few years. It is not the idea to look into all the attakson the Internet in this thesis but to try to �nd onnetions between some types of attaks and theevolution of botnets.The sophistiation of attaks evolved with the protetive measures and tehnologial ondi-tions. When it beame lear that attaks from one single host do not work anymore, the attakerslooked around for more powerful attaks and hose to use multiple omputers to attak.It is interesting to see that many attak strategies we see today were already used bak in theearly days of IRC. Among these strategies were soial engineering attaks and distributed denialof servies attempts. Users were talked into unintentionally losing their appliations or intorevealing information about themselves. They were �ooded with onnetion attempts of lones2 orwith hundreds of private messages. Strategies whih have survived and evolved till today, in oneor the other form. Why hange a strategy when it is still suessful?There is urrently another shift of tehnique and target. When the botnet hunters started toautomate the take down of simple C&C of botnets, the bot developers started to use tehnologieswhih are more di�ult to defend against. This an be seen in deentralised C&C infrastrutureswhih already are in use and most probably will see wider adoption.Taking history into aount and omparing it with the urrent situation, it beomes lear thatthe urrent situation is only the beginning of another evolution. The same observation was doneby [Bar07℄. With the advent of ommerial possibilities and the realisation of the new apabilities,the botnet herders we see today are more experiened riminals and less sript kiddies.2A lone is a opy of the same IRC appliation running multiple times on the same host, onneting to the sameIRC server.



3.2. TODAY 193.2.2. Evolution.Evolution of malware. Malware always was as good as the urrent tehnology allowed it tobeome. When networks still were rare, the most ommon malware were MBR viruses whihspread with the use of �oppy diss.With the rise of networking and the Internet, new kinds of malware started to spread. Es-peially one kind of malware, alled worms, started to beome an annoyane. Things startedsigni�antly with the Morris worm and were brought to perfetion with worms like Code Red,Sasser, and Slammer.An important fator with all these infetions is to realise that a software fault or design erroris always deteted and exploited sooner or later. Although there might be a path available for asoftware fault before an exploit is written and released, there is no guarantee that every omputerwill be pathed in time.Malware following tehnology. There is a tendeny to be notied regarding the spread of atehnology and new forms of malware. While the rise of the Internet provoked worms, the spreadof Mirosoft Word provoked the appearane of a speial type of virus, the maro virus. A marovirus an be embedded within a doument and gets exeuted when a user opens the doument onher omputer.The same happened with the email program, Outlook, from the same ompany. While seu-rity researhers warned [Bon99℄ from suh problems ahead of the release of a new and sriptableversion of the email lient, Mirosoft deided to ignore (or downplay) these warnings and promptlyprovoked new set of email based viruses and trojans.Mitigation strategies. Some of the desribed malware tehniques were either ountered bynormal tehnial advanement or with tehnial ountermeasures. Outlook as example was hangedso that some spei� attahment types ould not be opened by the user anymore. This lowers therisk but does not remove the potential for further exploits. All in all it is interesting to see thatsome things never hange but just evolve with the tehnology and the �needs� of the attakers.3.2.3. Growing ommerial interests. When looking at the evolution of malware it isinteresting to see that ommerial interests quikly beame a main motivator to write and releasemalware. Most of the early viruses and worms were written out of uriosity and as pranks byomputer professionals.Over the time the ommerial motivation grew and the family of malware written for om-merial purposes grew. Viruses enrypted �les on the loal dis to make aess impossible andblakmailed the �le's owners to pay a fee to derypt the �les. Diallers emerged whih dialled ex-pensive phone numbers without the omputer users onsent. When the Internet grew in size andbusinesses and users moved to the Internet, phishing started to beome interesting for riminals.So there is a lear onnetion between the inreased use of omputers and the evolution ofmalware.3.2.4. Learning from history, or not. As mentioned in earlier hapters, rime in generaldoes not inrease; it just hanges the time and plae where it happens. The Nigeria or 419 sams,whih are also known as advane fee fraud, were already suessfully used bak in the early 1900.Bak then that sam was alled �the Spanish prisoner�. The Spanish prisoner version of the trikwas played on vitims whih were told that some wealthy person was imprisoned somewhere inSpain (hene the name). The vitim should pay some sum in advane to free that wealthy person.Of ourse the name of the wealthy person ould not be dislosed for seurity reasons but it waspromised that one set free, that wealthy person would pay a generous sum to the person freeinghim.Exatly the same sam was played with fax mahines some years ago. Fax messages were sentto Europeans and Amerians. The stories on these faxes were always quite similar to the Spanishprisoner story. Exept of being imprisoned, the wealthy person died reently and another personneeded the help of the vitim to get the sum on the bank aount of the wealthy but dead person toa European or Amerian bank aount. To transfer the money, the sammer needed some advanepayment to pay taxes and fees. Of ourse neither the promised sum nor the fee paid in advaneever returned bak to the vitim.When email beame ommon in Europe and Ameria, fax mahines beame rare. The riminalsadapted to this new situation and started to send out emails with the same story. And again many



3.2. TODAY 20vitims fell for the sam. Some were held to ransom [BBC08℄ or lost their money, others have losttheir lives [Reg07℄.This is a wonderful example to show that where there is a market, there will be somebody towork it. Against this bakground it should not be surprising that with the growth of the Internetit is said that online rime and fraud also grew to beome bigger than the o�ine rimes. Thisstatement leads to the onlusion that if ompanies grow bigger, so does the underground eonomy.There was always some progress in rime development. But the main fator whih hangedfrom the past is the rate of tehnologial progress is inreasing. While things took 100 years toevolve, we urrently do these turnarounds in 5 years. The previous story of the Spanish prisonerproves that theory.And worst of all, the vulnerabilities have fundamentally remained the same. Only the way ofommuniation hanged. This brings me to the next onlusion. If the only fator whih hanged isthe tehnology, then the jeopardy whih merhants and banks are faing nowadays on the Internet,beause of phishing and e-fraud in general, result out of their own making.



Part 2Botnet Lifeyle



CHAPTER 4Botnet onstrution4.1. IntrodutionThis hapter ontains arhitetural information onerning botnets and a taxonomy. It on-tains details about how bots ommuniate, how they interat, how a botnet herder an ommandher network. There exists a white paper [Int06℄ from Trend Miro Inorporated desribing the bot-net omponents. While it desribes di�erent C&C models, rallying mehanisms, ommuniationprotools and other observable ativities, this hapter goes into muh more detail.The other hapters about the Botnet Lifeyle will build on the �ndings from this hapter.4.2. To develop, to buy or to stealDevelopment is only one way of building and starting a botnet. While some bot developerswrite their own botnet software, others are aquiring bot lients through hijaking, stealing fromother botnet masters or by other means [IH05℄.4.2.1. Botnet Components. When looking at a botnet it is important to look at its di�erentaspets. Figure 4.1 ontains all omponents whih make a botnet. These omponents will bedisussed in the next few setions. 4.3. ArhitetureThe arhitetures of bots vary. This setion disusses the di�erent software arhitetures whihwere hosen by the bot developers in the past.4.3.1. Single exeutable. Some bots onsist of one single exeutable. This appliationmanages the infetion, the ommuniation with the network and possible attak funtionality. Thisarhiteture is not widely used anymore and most bot lients onsist of many di�erent exeutableswhih work together to infet new omputers, hide their existene, ommuniate within the botnetor work on other tasks.

Figure 4.1. Botnet omponents
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4.4. INFECTION MECHANISMS & ATTACK BEHAVIOUR 234.3.2. Multiple exeutables (Appliation or library reuse). Some bot lients installmultiple exeutables. Some of the early IRC based bots used the mIRC software to manage theommuniation with the bot herder. While this strategy removes the need to program these spei�features into the own bot, it opens up many risks to the bot developer. Among these risks are theproblem of hiding omplete installations of third party appliations (like mIRC) and that the botbeomes dependent on third party software.Of ourse it is possible for one single bot developer to reate multiple exeutables himself.When hoosing suh arhiteture the developer reates di�erent tools whih work together. Asystem driver hiding the existene of the malware and an appliation handling the ommuniationwithin the botnet.4.3.3. Plug-in mehanism. Similar to ommerial software like Photoshop, some bots on-tain the funtionality to load and exeute plug-ins. The idea behind this is that a bot an beupdated [FdP07℄ without the need to rewrite the bot lient itself.To explain this with a senario: After a new vulnerability is found in the Apahe web server, abot an be ommanded to download a new plug-in whih ontains an attak algorithm written forsaid vulnerability in that version of the Apahe web server. Suh a feature allows the bot herderto regularly maintain and update the funtionality of her botnet. And it keeps updates as smallas possible.4.3.4. Combinations. It is also possible to ombine the above arhitetures. Having multipleexeutables working with plug-ins is not that unommon. The idea behind suh arhiteture is tohave speialised and small exeutables only working on one aspet of the whole botnet but stillhaving the option to quikly update small parts of the bot lient.4.4. Infetion mehanisms & attak behaviour4.4.1. Botnet size and growth. A botnet needs new bots to maintain its size and to growin size. Computers running the bot lient are onstantly shutting down for the night, leaned,taken o� the network, e.g. a laptop in a yber afe, or something else happens whih results in abotnet onstantly having to �nd new members. A bot herder may want to replae bots whih areleaving the botnet. Or he simply wants to grow the size of his botnet.For example, if an IRC based botnet grows above its ritial size for a single IRC server, thebotnet herder an release an updated bot binary whih splits his botnet in halve. One part of thebots staying on the old server, the other halve joining a new C&C server.4.4.2. Soial Engineering: Infetions with interation. Infetion mehanisms an bedivided into two groups:
• Soial Engineering: Diretly targets the user.
• Automated: Requires no human interations.Users an be triked into downloading and running software. A user an lik on an exeutableattahed to an email or he an be made to go to a website and download and run an appliationfrom there. This strategy is tested and proven for some time. Even some of the latest worms trikusers into visiting infeted websites. There they automatially or manually download and then runthe malware.
• Automatially means that there is no need for user interation when the user's browserhas a vulnerability [IH05℄. This is also known as drive-by-infetion. The Storm worm isknown to exploit suh vulnerabilities in Internet Explorer and Firefox.
• Manually means, that the user is downloading and running the malware manually.A popular method to get users to manually download software is to put a message onto a websitewhih says that the user needs some speial additional software to be able to see the adult movieson that website. An example of suh a website is shown in �gure 4.2 on the following page.Websites and Blogs like the one from F-Seure or others are onstantly publishing examples[Jos07℄ of suh attak attempts [Ale07℄. Figure 4.3 on the next page is an example of a websitetrying to talk the visitors into downloading malware. This example appeared early in 2008 andwas trying to infet visitors with the Storm worm binary.
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Figure 4.2. Fake ode

Figure 4.3. Infeted website
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Figure 4.4. MPak management website4.4.3. Automated exploit: Infetion without interation. An automated exploit isused when there is no need for user interation whatsoever.This type of infetion mehanism is divided into two sub-types.Loal exploit. A loal exploit is exeuted if an attaker has legitimate aess on a omputersystem, usually as a user on that system. He an then onnet as that user and exploit a loalvulnerability. Typial loal attaks are kernel exploits or to elevate user privileges to gain thestatus of an administrator.Remote exploit. A remote exploit is suessful if the attaker an exploit a �aw on the vitim'somputer over the network without the need to be logged on loally. Popular targets for sans forexploits are web servers (and web appliations running on those web servers), Database, SMB andSSH servies. If a servie has a vulnerability, that vulnerability will be exploited.MPak is a software pakage whih was written to exploit vulnerabilities in the browsers ofthe visiting users. PandaLabs has written an interesting whitepaper [Mar07℄ on MPak. MPakis written in PHP and is updated regularly, approximately every month. Figure 4.4 shows asreenshot of the statistis website of MPak with information about the visiting users browserand ountry (sreenshot inverted for better readability). There are a few soure ode examples ofMPak in Appendix C.4.4.4. Sanning mehanisms. When a worm tries to �nd other hosts to infet, it needs astrategy how to �nd those hosts. Worms try to spread as fast as possible before they get detetedand before somebody develops a protetive measure against them. When a worm starts to sanwhole network segments for other vulnerable mahines it will raise suspiion and the possibilityfor detetion will grow. The worm attempts to be as stealthy as possible so that it an spread asfar as possible.As desribed in [SPW02℄ and [WPSC03℄, there are di�erent possible strategies whih wormsan implement to address the problems of spreading. Although every bot in the botnet an be usedto san, only a de�ned number of bots will be used to san for further targets. The main reason todo so is to expose only as many bots to detetion as is absolutely neessary to suessfully grow.Every sanning bot an potentially trigger an alarm and thereby threaten the whole botnet.Hit-list sanning. With a hit-list san, the worm does not try to �nd infetable omputers onits own but uses a pre-ompiled list of vulnerable hosts. This list is then worked through and everysingle omputer on that list is attaked. A hit-list is usually made by the worm author. It is theneither hard-oded into the worm binary or the worm an retrieve the list from within the botnet,from a web server, the Usenet or from another soure.



4.5. USAGE 26Topologial Sanning. The topologial sanning strategy is an alternative to the hit-list san-ning. A worm spreads with the help of a P2P system using the list of known peers to spread evenfarther.Flash worm. The �ash worm is another alternative to the hit-list sanning strategy. Beforestarting a �ash worm the author of the worm does not himself reate a list of vulnerable hosts butmisuses a pre-existing list for his own purposes. This strategy allows for an even faster spreadingof a worm sine no san is required as existing information is used.For example, the worm author ould use the Google searh engine to �nd hosts running aspei� version of a web server with a known vulnerability. Another possibility would be to misusea list like DUL whih ontains IP addresses of dial up users. Using that list raises the probabilityto �nd hosts under ontrol by home users. A similar strategy is desribed in [IH05℄ where netbloklists are used for similar results.Permutation sanning. This strategy solves the problem of reinfetion. Reinfetion means,that a omputer is attaked, although it already is part of the botnet. If a omputer was infetedpreviously, there is no need to waste resoures reinfeting it. With a permutation san strategy, aworm is able to detet if a omputer was already sanned before.Permutation sanning requires the existene of some kind of distributed oordination. Suh aoordination mehanism an beome quite omplex and requires a good design and implementationso that it will be e�etive during spreading of the worm.Passive sanning. A passive worm does not spread atively but runs on systems and waits foronnetions or probes being made from a third party. A passive sanning mehanism is mostlyused by malware whih takes advantage of another worm. CRClean is suh a worm whih waitson a omputer system for a probe by the Code Red II worm [WPSC03℄. If a Code Red II infetedomputer probes the CRClean infeted omputer, CRClean responds and launhes a ounterattak,leaning the Code Red II infeted omputer and installing itself on the attaking mahine.4.5. Usage4.5.1. General. Depending on the plans of the bot herder, a botnet an have di�erent pur-poses and will therefore be used di�erently. While uriosity historially has been the primarymotivator to run a botnet, the motivation has shifted from uriosity to �nanial gain [IH05℄.There seems to be a ohereny between the usage and the size of a botnet [RZMT06℄. Smallbotnets exhibit greater portions of C&C ommuniation than medium or large sized botnets. Largebotnets are mostly used for resoure intense tasks like attaking a third party system or a rivallingbotnet.4.5.2. Sanning. Sanning is neessary for the botnet to maintain its size or grow bigger.See setion 4.4.4 for further details on why bots san networks for infetable mahines and howsanning works.Botnets an also be used to san one host from multiple bots. While attakers used to have onesystem san another, some of the attakers moved to a distributed sanning behaviour. AppendixA ontains an example of suh a oordinated san. The signature of that attak looks as if botswithin a botnet were ommanded to san a single system. Whih resulted in every host doing justa few sans, but taken together it was a normal brute fore attak. Suh sans are used to trik�rewalls. Some �rewalls are on�gured to drop all tra� from a single host after a de�ned amountof onnetion and login attempts. Sine the bots share the attempts, suh a rule will never apply,beause the san is distributed over many hosts.4.5.3. Installing Adware. Adware is the short name for 'advertising-supported software'.It is important to distinguish two kinds of adware: maliious and benign. For example, Eudora isan email lient whih an be used in three versions. There is a free but feature restrited version,there is a omplete version whih has to be paid for, and there is an adware version whih is freeand omplete but whih displays ads to the user. Users installing and using this kind of benignadware are aware of the ads and they agree in being shown ads in exhange for not having to payfor the software.But there is also the kind of adware whih runs in the bakground and displays ads as pop upsin some regular frequeny. Suh adware is mostly installed by malware without the user's onsent.



4.5. USAGE 27Companies writing suh stealth adware programs are paying money for every installation of theiradware. This means a bot herder an install adware on all his bots for �nanial gain.It is not as ommon to install adware on bots as on infeted but unmanaged hosts whih arenot part of a botnet beause bot software should be run in stealth mode. A bot should be operatedwith as few annoyanes to the user as possible to not risk the loss of the bot beause of the usergetting suspiious and leaning the omputer.4.5.4. Online fraud.Clik Fraud. Some bots are used for lik fraud. Clik fraud aording to [Wika℄ is �a type ofinternet rime that ours in pay per lik online advertising when a person, automated sript, oromputer program imitates a legitimate user of a web browser liking on an ad, for the purposeof generating a harge per lik without having atual interest in the target of the ad's link.�The intention of suh liks an either be to exhaust the marketing budget of a ompetitor[DSo07℄. Or it an be beause the bot herder owns the website ontaining the liked ads and hethereby would be paid for every lik. Aording to [IH05℄ lik fraud aounts for a market lossof $320 million.Phishing. Phishing emails are a speial kind of emails whih try to lure online banking usersinto revealing their authentiation redentials so that the authors of the phishing email an usethe vitim's online bank aount. They use these aount to steal the money on it. But they alsouse aounts for money laundering and funnelling money through di�erent aounts to over theirtraks. There is an exellent introdution into phishing in [Oll04℄.Aording to [FdP07℄ bots are onstantly improved so that the malware an ounter the safe-guards introdued by the banks. When the banks ountered the phishing attaks with sreenkeyboards, the botnet developers quikly defeated this ountermeasure and added sreenshot a-pability to their bots to apture the sreen when a user liked with his mouse. The latest trendwith phishing attaks is that the bot software will hange the transation data before it is enryptedand leaves the lient omputer, whih defeats most of today's safeguards.Aording to a reent news artile [HEP08℄ damages due to phishing attaks are on the rise.There were 4'200 registered phishing attaks in Germany during 2007, a 20 perent inrease fromthe previous year. Every inident is urrently osting about 4'000 to 4'500 Euro, the sum wasaround 2'500 Euro in 2006.Pharming. Pharming is an attak where the attaker tries to exploit �aws and vulnerabilities inthe domain name system. There exist di�erent tehniques but all have the ultimate goal of ativelyredireting a users tra� away from the desired loation to a omputer under the attakers ontrol[Oll05℄.A typial example of a pharming attak is when a lient omputer is seretly re-on�guredwith new DNS servers. These DNS servers are not the legitimate servers managed by the usersISP but these are under the ontrol of the attaker. If a user enters a website into his browser, thebrowser asks the (false) DNS server where to �nd the website with that name. The user is thensent the wrong IP address and the browser is ontating the web server ontrolled by the attaker.Beause of the nature of DNS this will not be notied by the user.4.5.5. Data theft and paket apture. The bot indexes all the data on the hard disksit has aess to. The intention behind this attak is that the bot herder is either interested indouments and data himself or he sells that information to third parties on the blak market[FA07℄.Software running on a bot sans the hard diss from the system it is running on and searhesfor the data its master is interested in. Some bot lients san for ontat addresses in IM ontatlists, stored emails, the Windows registry and in other plaes [IH05℄. Some bot herders are eveninterested in software registry keys and harvest these so they an sell genuine liene keys on theblak market.Besides sanning the �le system, some malware also sans the network for spei� tra�.Password and other tra� sent via the network will be aptured and sent to a entral storage forfurther analysis.4.5.6. Data tampering. After sanning the available hard diss, a bot an modify �les.There are many reasons why tampering with the data an be interesting.



4.6. C&C MODES 28Changing reports and numbers in spreadsheets an result in huge problems when suh a hangegoes unnotied. A ompanies report an be hanged before it is sent to the tax o�e. Employee'sinformation an be hanged, leading to wrong testimonials and erti�ations. Software an behanged and a bak-door an be added to a web server before it is being delivered to ustomers.There are many more reasons why somebody ould be interested to tamper with �les, and theresults an be devastating for individuals as well as for ompanies.4.5.7. DDoS. Botnets an be used to disrupt servies of third parties. This an either bedone to �ght other bot herders [Gos07℄ or personal foes. But this an also be used to blakmailbusinesses as was done during the European Football Cup 2004 as reported by a German newspaper[Bra04℄. Perpetrators sent a letter to the online betting ompany mybet.om. They asked for US$15'000 or the website would experiene a DDoS attak. When the money was not paid, the websitewas taken o� the net with a targeted DDoS attak.Another website speialised in online gaming operated by Fluxx AG of Hamburg was blak-mailed in 2005. Fluxx AG was asked to pay 40'000 Euros or experiening a DDoS attak. Insteadof giving in on the demand they o�ered the same amount for information whih an lead the polieto the blakmailers [Mor05℄.Of ourse there are many other reasons why a DDoS attak ould be started. It is interestingto note that ommerially oriented DDoS attaks are mostly targeted against high pro�le websiteswith speial ontent like porn sites or betting servies. The probability that the operator of a pornsite will ontat the polie beause of a blakmail attempt is muh smaller than the probabilitythat an attaked bank will be ontating the loal law enforement ageny. It is all about e�ienyand the risk of being aught.4.5.8. Proxy and anonymous hosts.Proxy. Bots an be used to send out spam [DSo07℄. Either the botnet herder sends his ownmessages, or he rents his botnet or parts of his botnet to third parties. In suh a senario the botsare used as spam proxies relaying messages from the botnet user to the reeivers of the spam.But bots an also be used as a proxy for other tra�:
• As an anonymiser for the attaker. The attaker routes his onnetion over suh proxieswhih makes following his trails extremely di�ult. Espeially when he uses multipleproxies in di�erent ountries.
• For di�erent servies like DNS and HTTP. Using proxies like that it beomes di�ult totrae the original soure of information. Fast-�ux networks work with a similar onept[All07℄. There is a quik introdution to fast-�ux networks in setion 4.7.4.Anonymous Host. There are many reasons why somebody may need an anonymous host [IH05℄.The important fator is always that the real identity of the person administering the anonymoushost is unknown. And that there is no easy way in revealing it.The following list of reasons is not omplete but it gives an idea of the possibilities:
• Web or FTP server to publish malware [Bar07℄, porn, pirated movies or warez1.
• Web server to reruit money mules or to be used as a phishing site [KRH07℄.
• Web servers to run online pharmaies or other sams.4.6. C&C modesThe di�erent C&C modes an be grouped into three setions: entralised, random and dis-tributed [CJM05℄.4.6.1. Centralised. The entralised C&C mehanism as shown in �gure 4.5 is probably thelassial version. The bot herder ommands her botnet from one entral loation. The problemwith this mode is that one the entral C&C is taken down, the whole botnet is headless andunontrollable.1The word 'warez' is used by the software pirating sene to desribe illegally distributed software.
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Figure 4.5. Centralised mode C&C
Figure 4.6. Random mode C&C4.6.2. Random. With the random mode the bots do not know eah other and there is noontrol tra� between a entral station and the bots within the botnet. This mode is illustrated in�gure 4.6. If the botnet master wants to send a ommand to his botnet he would have to randomlysend the ommand to network segments and hosts within the whole Internet.The interesting aspet of this mode is the similarity with terrorist ells where members ofa ell do not know the members of other ells or their superiors. Sine there is no (or spare)ommuniation, the ommuniation an neither be interepted nor an there be ommuniationinjeted [NA05℄.4.6.3. Distributed. To avoid to lose the whole botnet when the C&C is taken down, botdevelopers started to design distributed C&Cmodes as illustrated in �gure 4.7. The earlier versionsmade use of multiple C&C so that one one was taken down the next ould be used. This hasthe problem that suh arhiteture mostly depends on pre-de�ned IP addresses or domain names.Taking down suh a botnet is only a little bit more omplex than the entralised model sine it isstill a �xed small number of servers.With the advent of distributed C&C based on P2P tehnology, things are getting very inter-esting. The idea behind suh arhiteture is that the botnet itself an beome independent. Everybot in the botnet an at as the C&C ontrolling the other bots. There is no need for dediatedontrollers.There is an advantage with this mode that there is the possibility of oordination and loadbalaning [KL03℄. Bots an share the work requested by the botnet master. Some bots an beused to infet new mahines, while other bots are used to send spam and another group is used ashosts for a phishing sam.Fast-�ux networks are using the distribution of their nodes to make it extremely omplex forbotnet hunters to bring down the network.4.7. Rally mehanisms and HerdingBot herders need ways to build and advane their network. Newly infeted omputers need tojoin the botnet so they an be ontrolled by the botnet master. This setion is about the di�erentrallying mehanisms.4.7.1. Hard oded IP address. Bots an join the network in ontating a C&C with aprede�ned IP address. This is an extremely simple rally mehanism to be programmed. There is
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Figure 4.7. Distributed mode C&Cno need to program DNS lookups or other support ode. But it has a few drawbaks. The hardoded IP address is a single point of failure. When that IP address is unreahable, the rallyingmehanism fails. This an happen pretty quikly when there is a network failure or power outageat the server's site. The result is an unontrolled botnet onsisting of infeted bots with nobodygiving them any ommands.There are possibilities to mitigate these risks. Bullet proof hosting is one of these strategieswhere the ISP of the IP address in question sells the additional servie of not shutting down theIP so that taking down the IP address is not easy. For example, the Russian Business Network issaid to o�er bullet proof hosting for suh purposes [Dan07℄.4.7.2. DynDNS. Instead of prede�ning an IP address, the bot an ontat the C&C with thehelp of dynami DNS. DynDNS is mostly used by omputer users having no �xed IP address. Whenhanging the IP address, typially beause their Internet onnetion was reset and they reeiveda new IP address from their ISP, these users then update the DynDNS entry with their new IPaddress and their DNS reord will be updated aordingly. Resulting in a domain name whih�follows� the owner. The same mehanism an be used for a C&C. One the C&C is suessfullytaken down, the botnet master just needs to move to a new IP address and hange the DynDNSreord aordingly 2.Programming malware whih makes use of dynami DNS is slightly more omplex than usinghard oded IP addresses. The bene�t of this method over the hard oded IP address is that itbeomes more di�ult to take down a botnet beause the C&C an hange IP addresses. Butgenerally it is only slightly more di�ult to take down the DNS server than to take down someprede�ned IP address.4.7.3. P2P. The herding mehanism in P2P networks depends on the P2P tehnology whihis used. Some P2P networks require entral servers to log into the network. The entral servertells new oming nodes where to �nd other nodes. This mehanism has the problem of introduingsingle points of failure. If suh a entral server an't be onneted to, the initialisation mehanismwon't work anymore and new nodes an't join the network.Other P2P networks solve this problem by supplying a list of established nodes to the nodesentering the P2P network. Every new node will get a list of known nodes whih the new node willontat to establish its status within the network. This mehanism has no single point of failure,but sine a list of known nodes is shared during initialisation, it is possible to learn about othernodes partiipating within the network. This an be a problem within a botnet where the botherder may want to hide information about the botnet's size and members.4.7.4. Fast-Flux Network. In a fast-�ux network, a single domain name is assigned tohundreds or thousands of di�erent IP addresses as desribed in [All07℄. But instead of keepingthese assignments stable, the DNS reords are onstantly updated, sometimes every other minuteor even quiker. When a user is onstantly visiting a website hosted on a fast-�ux network, he willalways be direted to a new IP address beause the DNS reord is pointing to a di�erent addresssine the last visit. This is ahieved through a very short Time-To-Live value for the DNS reords.2Dynami DNS providers like dyndns.om are providing servies where omputer users an rent a domain namewhih is always pointing to their omputer, even when the omputer is regularly hanging its IP address. Sinedynami DNS names often are used for maliious purposes, the providers of suh servies introdued aeptable usepoliies where they state that their servie may only be used for legal purposes.



4.9. BOT DEFENCE MECHANISMS 31Running a botnet within a fast-�ux network has many advantages. Fast-�ux networks aresometimes used for domains whih are soliited in spam emails. Users are then ontating webservers running within the fast-�ux network. As long as there is no possibility to unregister thedomain name or getting aess to its DNS servers, it beomes very di�ult to �lter or blok aessto that domain. Things get worse when the DNS servers are hosted in the fast-�ux network aswell. This means that the whole network beomes ompletely dynami with the idea to minimisethe risk of the network failing when parts of it are shut down. In this senario it beomes nearlyimpossible to do anything against the fast-�ux network. The only option is to ontat the domainname registrar whih issued the domain name and have him revoke the DNS registration.4.8. Update MehanismsAording to [SPW02℄ the ease and resiliene with whih an attaker an ontrol and modifyhis botnet has serious onsequenes for both how the threat of a deployed botnet an evolve and thepotential di�ulty in deteting the botnets presene and operation after the initial infetion. Botsare preious and need protetion, an update mehanism an help in quikly adapting to emergingthreats.4.8.1. Reasons for an Update Mehanism. There are several reasons why a bot ouldneed an update mehanism. Interestingly, many reasons are already known from and implementedin regular ommerial software and are now onstantly adopted by the makers of malware.Software Fix. If a bot ontains an update mehanism, it beomes possible for the bot herder tohave his bots install an update to �x a software error. Some viruses and worms already ontainedprogramming errors and implementing an update mehanism allows for a later update to �x errorsnot notied in advane.Another point is that botnets, espeially the P2P variants, are very di�ult and omplexdistributed networks whih an't be fully tested in advane. So if there emerge some problemsduring the roll-out, the bot herder has the possibility to update his bots with an updated binary.Change binary to avoid detetion. With an update mehanism it beomes possible to regularlyupdate the bot binaries in very frequent yles to work around the AV software ompanies. AVsoftware historially sanned �les for known patterns. AV vendors atalogue signatures of knownviruses and release so alled signature �les with their sanners. The virus sanners hek thesignature of every �le on a disk for known signatures. If a known signature is deteted, the virussanner knows that it found a virus and ats aordingly. Changing the bot binary regularly meansthat it hanges its signature, therefore avoiding detetion by its signature until the AV vendorsatalogue the new variant as well.AV vendors started to develop and use other tehniques to detet malware. But unfortunatelythe tati to regularly hange the signatures of the binaries is still very suessful. Setion 5.4.2ontains details about the workings of AV software.Add features. Some bots use the update mehanism to regularly update their repository ofexploits and attaks. If a new vulnerability in an appliation is deteted, the botnet herder anupdate his bots to start to exploit said vulnerability.A bot developer an update his bots with new ommuniation hannels. He an start hisbotnet as a typial IRC based botnet and then migrate to a more advaned tehnology like P2Pwhen he starts to understand the tehnology and the workings of a distributed system.4.9. Bot Defene MehanismsBots ontain information about the botnet and about how they work. To protet that infor-mation bot developers implement defene mehanisms into their bots.4.9.1. Unload programs. Some bots have a mehanism where the bot detets the launhof an appliation whih is on the bots own blak list of unwanted appliations [PSY07℄. The botthen terminates the starting appliation. Appendix B showases suh a mehanism. While thisexample represents a simple version, there are more omplex variants whih are less obvious andmore di�ult to detet.



4.10. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 324.9.2. Stealth. Bots an make use of rootkit funtionality. Using rootkit tehniques will hidethe bot proess from the list of running programs on a omputer. The bot lient an also hide itsown �les and folders from the user. Browsing the �le system the user would get wrong information.Some audio CD vendors sold audio diss with rootkit tehnology on it. The software installeditself on a ustomer's omputer upon inserting the CD into the omputer. The software then madesure that users ould not use the CD-ROM drive to make (legitimate) opies of said audio diss.Suh rootkit software was deteted on audio CDs from Sony. Some weeks later, malware authorsalready misused the same (already installed) rootkit software to hide their own malware as well.4.9.3. Attaking the researher. Some botnets started to attak hosts whih were tooinquiring. When researhers tried to understand the workings of the Storm botnet DDoS attakswere made on the hosts whih they worked on. While suh a strategy is not a bullet proof defeneit will sare away some researhers and ompanies whih an't risk being the vitims of a DDoSattak. 4.10. Communiation protools4.10.1. Push vs. Pull. This setion is about how bots do ommuniate with the botnet'sC&C and with other bots (P2P inter-botnet ommuniation). There are two methods in whihthe ommuniation between bot and C&C an happen: push and pull. Push means that the C&Cdeides when it is time to push a new ommand to the lients. This requires a persistent onnetionbetween bot and C&C. Pull means that the lient regularly onnets to the C&C and asks for newommands. For this method it su�es to only have an oasional onnetion between the bot andthe C&C.Table 4.1 shows whih protool supports what ommuniation method. These protools wherehosen beause they are the representation of the most used protools. IRC and IM ould beombined sine they share many harateristis. But they are separated in this list sine IRC isthe traditional method and is used very often. VoIP was added as a separate entry to show howonepts for heavily used protools an be applied to less used protools as well.Protool Push PullHTTP xIM xIRC xP2P x xVoIP x xothers x xTable 4.1. Overview of protool behaviour4.10.2. HTTP. Within an HTTP botnet all the bots regularly onnet to the C&C and askfor new ommands. The server identi�es the bots and sends all new ommands to the bots.Sine web tra� is very ommon, this an be a very stealthy method to ommuniate. This isan interesting ommuniation protool and gaining in popularity mostly beause it is quite simpleto be implemented and nowadays it is very di�ult to blok web tra�. Many ompanies needto allow web tra� for their employees as well as for their own web servers. Due to this fat,bot lients running on employees omputers an often ommuniate with an external C&C and anin-house web server an be misused as a C&C.Instead of HTTP the botnet an also make use of HTTPS. The mehanisms will stay the same,exept for the ommuniation whih is enrypted and thereby more di�ult to analyse.4.10.3. IM (Messenger, ICQ and others). When using an IM protool, the bot onnetsto the IM network and ontats the C&C within that network. The C&C an then either sendnew ommands to the bot as a private message, or the bot ould join disussion rooms where theC&C an send one ommand to a group of bots.It is important to note that IRC as a ommuniation hannel has similar features and fun-tionality. It is also important to note that some IM protools, like the one used in the Jabber33Jabber is an XML based IM protool and software released under an open soure liene.



4.11. GENERAL EFFECTS OF ARCHITECTURAL CHOICES 33server, are making use of HTTP for transportation and are miming HTML ontent. This is makingdetetion ompliated.4.10.4. IRC. IRC based ommuniation is the lassi tehnique. Bots onnet to a serverand sometimes join a hannel. One a bot is onneted to the server it an reeive the ommandsthrough private messages from a entral authority (or the server diretly) or through the hannelsit joined. Using IRC for C&C is quite ommon and quite easy to be implemented sine there aremany freely available libraries and soures whih an be used to speed up the development.There is one problem, IRC ommuniation is quite unique and there exist many tools whihan detet and analyse IRC tra� automatially. To mitigate this threat some botnet developersstarted to slightly modify the IRC protool and the IRC servers to keep snooping eyes out of theirservers and onsequently making an analysis of the tra� signi�antly more di�ult.4.10.5. P2P. P2P is the umbrella term for several di�erent tehnologies. The term P2Pdesribes that there is no need for a entral server oordinating the onnetions and managing thenetwork. P2P an be understand as an overlay network, sitting above the IP network muh in theway a VPN or WAN onneting many branhes of a ompany does.There exist di�erent tehnologies to ahieve the goals of an overlay network. WASTE [WAS℄and Kademlia based networks [MM02℄ are amongst the most widely used. Basially they use all alist of peers whih is onstantly managed and updated. Using hashes and routing tables, overlaynetworks are routing requests on their own without the help of DNS.This is the most omplex ommuniation method. Distributed networks an be unstable whihmust be addressed when wanting to design a stable overlay network. Then there are other problemslike seurity and trust. Nodes must know eah other and route ommands and information totheir peers only. Instead of sending ommands diretly to the bot lients, as is done in theother ommuniation modes, a P2P network shares ommands among the bot lients. Beause ofthis, ommands are not sent to every single bot lient, but are distributed in the whole botnet.Commands are thus not immediately exeuted but exeuted asynhronously.P2P has the added bene�t that the bot herder an injet the ommands anywhere in the botnet,without the need for a entral C&C server and without revealing his position. This onsequentlymeans that bot lients must only aept ommands whih are originating from the legitimate botherder. Otherwise everybody ould injet ommands.4.10.6. Voie over IP (VoIP). Using VoIP to ontrol and ommand a botnet is more of atheory than used in pratie. The theory desribes the botnet using the entralised ontrol model.Of ourse it is also possible to use the other C&C models.Implementing suh a ommuniation protool would be quite omplex and there would be afew problems to be solved for a working system. One of the problems is to implement the botommuniation (and infetion) so that it omplies with the protool so that ommuniation worksin an already deployed system. But this is an interesting thought nevertheless. Espeially sinemany ompanies are depending on VoIP tra�, in the same way they depend on HTTP, and an'tblok that tra� for the same reasons.4.10.7. Others. It does not matter whih ommuniation protool is used. DNS an be usedor something absolutely new. There must only be some way for the bots to ommuniate witheither eah other or a C&C so that they an reeive new ommands and orders.4.11. General e�ets of arhitetural hoiesSome aspets of the hosen arhiteture have a diret in�uene on the strategies to detet,apture, analyse and annihilate a botnet. Table 4.2 shows whih design most in�uenes whih stepin the lifeyle of a botnet.That table will be used as a referene in the following hapters about the detetion, analysisand annihilation of botnets and the apturing of bots. An �x� means that there is a signi�antin�uene, an �o� means that there is some in�uene.



4.11. GENERAL EFFECTS OF ARCHITECTURAL CHOICES 34Arhiteture Detetion Capturing Analysis AnnihilationInfetion mehanisms x x xUsage x oC&C mods x x xRally mehanisms x x x oUpdate mehanisms x x o xBot defene mehanisms x x x xCommuniation protools x x oTable 4.2. In�uenes of arhitetural hoies on the lifeyle of a botnet



CHAPTER 5Botnet detetion5.1. OverviewWhen onneting a omputer to the Internet, it will be sanned and attaked immediately.Most of these attaks are automated sans from infeted omputers whih are ommanded to searhnew vitims.The same happens with publi email addresses. One an email address is used and thus knownto others, the hane is high that it gets harvested by some malware and used to send spam to.Some of these spam mails ontain viruses or attempt to lure the reipient onto an infeted websitewith the goal to infet the reipients omputer with malware.The magi of botnet detetion is to �nd a struture in these sans and spam mails. It is about�nding new and formerly unknown botnets and new bot lients.5.2. E�ets of arhitetural hoiesDetetion of botnets an be easy or very di�ult based on the arhiteture of a botnet and itsbots. The main strategy behind deteting a botnet is to �nd anomalies in the network and on ahost itself. Depending on whih arhitetural hoie was taken detetion will work di�erent.5.2.1. Infetion mehanisms. The infetion mehanism is a ritial fator beause the in-fetion is the �rst step in the lifeyle of a botnet. If the infetion proess is not fast enough botswill be leaned faster than new omputers get infeted. If the infetion rate is too high the botwill raise suspiion beause of the unusually high tra� it produes and will be deteted too early.It is the ultimate goal for the botnet designer to �nd the right infetion rate for the right use.5.2.2. Usage, C&C modes, rally mehanisms and ommuniation protools. De-pending on the usage of a bot, the bot will generate noise on the host itself and on the network.When the bot wants to go unnotied the bot herder needs to �nd the right amount of usage andsilene.If the botnet is using widely known C&C ommuniation protools, ports and servers, intrusiondetetion software will usually �nd the bots very quikly.5.2.3. Update mehanisms. If the bot update mehanisms are not fast enough, AV softwarewill be updated quikly enough to detet and identify the bot lient. Updating the bot too quiklyinreases the risk of being deteted beause of the unusual network tra�.5.2.4. Bot defene mehanisms. Muh an be gained with using the right defene meh-anisms beause AV is not the full solution. If the bot an deativate the AV software without theuser notiing, the user will never beome suspiious beause he thinks the AV software is running(and deteting malware) as expeted, instead the AV software is deativated by the bot lient.Another problem with AV software is that it annot detet if it has been installed on an infetedsystem. For example, some bot lient is installed on a omputer before AV software is installed.A week later the user is installing an AV lient. Beause the omputer already is infeted, the botan ontrol the installation of the AV software. The bot an plae �les with known signatures ofdi�erent malware on the host and have the AV software reognise that bait while hiding itself. Theuser would then san a system, �nd some malware, have the AV software remove the bait and feelsafe again. Without notiing the bot lient whih still runs in the bakground.
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5.4. LOCAL DETECTION MECHANISMS 365.3. General detetion mehanisms5.3.1. Human Intelligene. Although not diretly anomalies based, human intelligene anbe useful in deteting a botnet. Espeially when the botnet owner or bot herder starts to bragabout how big his botnet is and on whih systems he owns bots [BS006℄.5.4. Loal detetion mehanisms5.4.1. Behaviour deteted by user. Users working on a system ould notie that theomputer is behaving strangely. The problem with users deteting malware is that one theydetet that something is �shy the malware already is running and has its defenes prepared. Thereis also the problem of users suspeting something whih is usually not there, whih results from alak of know-how and experiene.Generally said, users suspet an infetion beause of these fators:
• There is unknown software installed or running on the system. Unfortunately malwareis often named like system utilities and users typially don't know whih software islegitimate and whih is not.
• A system is beoming slow. Unfortunately speed is a very subjetive feeling and om-puters whih are not regularly maintained have the tendeny to beome slow over timebeause users install utilities and servies run in the bakground (ompletely unrelatedto bots).
• Suspiious registry keys (Windows) or on�guration �les.
• Strange system warnings or errors.
• Commerial popups or hanged website ontent or a new start page in the browser.Unfortunately people tend to at irrationally when faing unknown threats. Our pereived risksrarely math the atual risks, as desribed in [Sh03℄. Malware exists whih displays ommerialpopups and ads in webpages for virus removal tools when running on an infeted host. Criminalsauthoring and distributing malware like that have a good hane of turning in quite some pro�tbeause users tend to pay for the �rst software whih promises to lean up the system and bringingit bak to the state it had before infetion.This approah is even more suessful when the malware injets links to websites for its own�removal tool� when the user is searhing for help on Google or another searh engine. This is avery simple form of soial engineering where the malware author makes use of the stress situationof the user.5.4.2. AV Software. Aording to tests published by the German newspaper 't the e�e-tiveness of AV software has fallen o�, and more and more malware an now slip past these barriers[hei07℄. The artile states that AV software protetion is now worse than a year ago. Mostlythanks to malware beoming more omplex and the massively growing number of new malwarebeing released daily.AV software has two di�erent ways to searh for malware, the reative and the proativeapproah. Most AV software nowadays ontains a mixture of both approahes for best performane.Reative. AV software historially used signature based analysis. Whih means every malwarewas de�ned with some unique signature (binary, keys, loation) and this signature was then usedby the AV software to inspet a system for an infetion. This method is only as good as thesignature �les. New malware typially an't be deteted automatially and the AV vendor needsto (manually) reate a new signature for every new malware �le.Things get more ompliated beause new malware often ontains some kind of paker orompiler whih makes sure that the signature of the malware is hanging regularly. Requiringthe AV vendors to manually analyse the ode to make sure every new signature variation an bedeteted as well.There is also another problem with this method. The amount of malware variants is inreasing.One of the reasons for this is the availability of virus reation toolkits and soure ode for malwareon the Internet. It is quite simple to �nd and download soure ode for malware. AV vendorompanies are hene struggling to keep up with their signature databases. Aording to [Hru08℄F-Seure's database had grown to inlude over 500'000 examples of malware by the end of 2007.



5.4. LOCAL DETECTION MECHANISMS 37Proative. Sine early days of AV software heuristial sanning was implemented to mitigatethe downsides of signature based malware detetion. Some algorithms tried to �nd similarities andknown patterns in �les to try to identify potentially maliious (and still unknown) software. Theproblem with this approah is that the false-positives rate an be quite high.In the last few years behaviour bloking tehnology was atively developed. Instead of tryingto identify patterns in a �le, suh a behaviour bloker system (or HIPS) is implementing sensorsdiretly into the host system. The HIPS an then analyse what ommands an appliation isexeuting and prevent the exeution of a possible maliious ativity.But the main problem remains with both proative strategies. Proative detetion strategiesdon't know the sanned software and try to lassify an appliation based on assumptions. Whihmeans that there is always the risk for false-positives or malware whih is not deteted beause itdoes not behave maliiously (false-negative).5.4.3. Host-Based Intrusion Detetion System (HIDS). Most of today's HIDS regu-larly hek the �le system for modi�ations. These heks are based on ryptographial signatures(hash) of �les whih are ompared with known good values. If the urrent and last known goodsignatures of a �le do not math, the administrator will be warned. This �le hange detetionmehanism does work quite well, no matter what software is used, but it needs a knowledgeablesystem administrator.If a bot is installing itself on a omputer and hanging the system so that the bot gets startedwith the system the next time the system is booted, then a HIDS is able to detet the hanges tothe system boot up proedure and warns the administrator of the hanges.The main problem with suh a �le omparison is that the database of known-good values needsto be trustable. The whole protetion mehanism of �le hange detetion is based on the validityof the known-good hashes. If a HIDS gets installed after an infetion ourred, and the malwareis able to manipulate the known-good hashes, the infetion will never be notied.Besides heking the signatures of ritial �les, HIDS also hek for running but unknownsoftware and for network ports whih are unknown but whih are in use. So a HIDS is basiallysoftware trying to detet many di�erent anomalies within a system. Something whih is also doneby AV software. It is no surprise that both types of software do also share the problem of falsepositives. There are senarios where an intrusion detetion system is warning of a possible intrusioneven nothing really happened. This an beome annoying if it happens in the middle of the night.Too many false positives an lead to the software being de-installed or in the real attak happeningunnotied.HIDS have another big problem. They are running on the same host they try to protet. Thismeans if an attaker suessfully aptures a omputer, he is usually also in the position to foolthe HIDS. The attaker an use the same proedure to trik the HIDS as he an apply to fool theadministrator.5.4.4. Virtual Mahine Detetion. Virtual mahines like VMware, Parallels or VirtualPCare often used to analyse malware. The main reason for doing so is the easy handling of virtualomputers. One a virtual mahine and a virtual host are on�gured, the virtual host an simplybe baked up. After an infetion has ourred the system an be halted, analysed and overwrittenwith the lean bakup opy. Making the proess of analysing malware quite simple.Malware authors notied that virtual mahines beame a trend in the AV business and havebegun to develop ountermeasures. Some malware is now able to detet if it is running in a virtualenvironment or on a real host. These defene mehanisms all work on the onept that everyvirtual mahine an be deteted in one way or another [? ℄. Setion 7.4.2 goes into more details.One malware detets that it is running in a virtual environment, it starts its defene. Toprotet itself, the malware either shuts itself down or behaves di�erently than when running on alean system. There has evolved an arms rae between developers of virtual mahines and malwareauthors over deteting virtual mahines.This whole topi shows that malware researhers need to make sure that what they areanalysing is what is also happening in the wild. And this also shows that the malware researherswill have to look into other methods on how to lone omputers so they an bene�t of the featuresof a virtual mahine without the drawbaks of having the host being �agged as suspiious by theanalysed malware.



5.7. THE THREAT OF DETECTION 385.5. Network detetion mehanisms5.5.1. Classial network analysis. Classial network analysis is about deteting onne-tions to unknown hosts or unknown ports. And to detet onnetions to hosts and ports whih are�agged as suspiious or maliious.This lassial view has the problem that stealthy ommuniation will go unnotied. Beausebotnet hunters are sanning networks for IRC based ommuniation, bot herders start to use otherommuniation hannels like HTTP. HTTP is the basis for web based tra� and quite ommonnowadays. Botnets using HTTP as C&C protool will thereby go unnotied as long as they keeptheir tra� down. And botnet hunters an't just blok every HTTP based tra� beause the portsand protool used for HTTP tra� are quite ommon and in wide use.5.5.2. Communiation analysis. Communiation analysis is quite ommon and mostlyused in ollaboration with the lassial network analysis. If a suspiious onnetion gets deteted,a botnet hunter starts to analyse the ommuniation.Beause IRC and HTTP tra� are very ommon, there exist many tools whih an sni� andhelp to analyse suh network tra�. Based on the analysis of the tra�, a botnet hunter an tellif a onnetion is suspiious or not. In [GH07℄ a method is desribed whih identi�es IRC basedbotnet tra� based on evaluation of the niknames used within the IRC ommuniation.The downside of this method is that bots using a slightly di�erent version of the protool willrequire some additional work by the botnet hunters. If the bot herder manages to make his hangesto the protool subtle enough, the tra� will probably go unnotied.5.5.3. Communiation signatures analysis. Beause the lassial network analysis hasdownsides, some researhers started to searh for other methods to �nd and trak C&C tra�.During interbotnet ommuniation and during infetion, bots are exhibiting unique ommuniationsignatures. This fat an be used for a mehanism to (early) detet infetions within a network.Some projets like [GH07℄ detet IRC based botnet ommuniation through normal networkanalysis. And there was researh done by [KRH07℄ whih developed an anomaly-based passiveanalysis algorithm that was reported to have been able to �detet IRC botnet ontrollers ahievingless than 2% false-positive rate�.Suh detetion mehanisms are not IRC spei�. Software an analyse any ommuniationbehaviour as desribed in [PSY07℄. It is interesting to see that the behaviour of a omputer whenbeing infeted represents some kind of unique �ngerprint.Similar experiments were done by [SWLL06℄. But instead of having to use sensors in everysingle network their results suggest that one an �nd evidene of botnet ativity by monitoringnetwork tra� only at various ore loations in the Internet.5.6. Global detetion mehanismsSome botnets show anomalies on a global sale. Fast-�ux networks are suh an example [All07℄.Suh networks are having an extremely short Time-To-Live (TTL) value in their DNS ResoureReords. Looking globally at regular hanges of DNS reords or TTL values ould point to afast-�ux domain whih most probably is used for maliious and illegal purposes.Suh a global behaviour an be deteted without the need to be present on one spei� system.This is quite di�erent to the host and network detetion mehanisms disussed before.5.7. The threat of detetionI think it is a good question to ask if the detetion of a botnet is a problem to the detetedbotnet. But the question of what happens to a botnet if it gets deteted annot be answeredgenerally. Muh of this depends on the botnets arhiteture, the timing and what the botnet isused for and what the botnet master tries to hide (IRC server, network arhiteture, ommuniationprotool and so on).While the bot developer an try to hide arhitetural fats, there is no perfet protetion. Therewill probably never be. To mitigate the risk of having the innards of a botnet being inspeted bya botnet hunter, the bot developer needs to apply some arhitetural designs whih minimise thatrisk.Another question to ask is the in�uene of the time of detetion. There are some situations inthe lifeyle of a botnet where the whole network is more vulnerable than in other situations. One



5.7. THE THREAT OF DETECTION 39suh prearious moment is during the initial release and growth. A botnet whih has not reahedthe ritial mass is at risk of being disrupted prematurely. Removing important nodes or elementsould stop the growth and kill the network.It is always important who is deteting a botnet. Depending on the motivation and skills ofthe person deteting the botnet, the onsequenes will be di�erent. While some researhers justtry to hide in a botnet and to learn about the bot herder and the workings of a botnet, there areothers whih try to take over a botnet, to use it themselves, or forward the information to lawenforement.There is the question of what is a botnet used for. If the botnet is used primarily for spammingpurposes then detetion will probably not be muh of a problem. Cleaned hosts an be ompensatedwith infeting new hosts. If the botnet is used for a sneak attak, like a blakmailing attempt orsimilar, then it an be vital to keep a low pro�le until everything is over. Risking the exposure ofthe botnet an endanger the attak.I think detetion is a problem whih every botnet faes. Every botnet will be deteted even-tually. But many of the threats to the botnet desribed above an be mitigated with a goodarhiteture:
• Trust mehanisms help in keeping unauthorised ommands out of the botnet.
• Enryption an help in keeping out snooping eyes.
• Stealth tehnologies and environment aware bots an make the analysis of a bot lientmuh more di�ult.
• Code obfusation an make deompiling even more omplex.
• Regular updates to the network protool an make earlier �ndings useless.I believe that a botnet master an be one step ahead of his �enemies� if he wathes his steps andstays agile in that he regularly hanges parts of his botnets arhiteture. A similar behaviour anbe deteted with the human body and viruses. One the body is infeted, it reates defensive foreswhih will protet it from a further infetion of the same kind. But viruses keep on mutating. Andone a mutation is di�erent enough to the last virus, the body will beome infeted again. Thedefensive fores will be useless and everything restarts from the beginning.I strongly believe that as long as a botnet master is not making any wrong moves, staysanonymous (using a few hosts to hide his real identity and soure address) and does not atsuspiiously (bragging around at the loal bar) he will be safe. Unfortunately.



CHAPTER 6Bot apturing6.1. The apturing proess6.1.1. Aess method. To analyse the innards of a botnet it an be informative to studythe soure ode or binaries of a bot. There are several methods to get aess to the bot binary orto its soure ode. A passive and an ative method.Passive. The passive method is easier sine it is all about waiting. Some reording mehanismis set up to wait for an infetion and one the infetion ours and the malware gets delivered thereording stops and the malware gets analysed. A honeypot is a typial implementation of suh apassive apturing method.Ative. The ative method is far more omplex. It is atively searhing for malware andanalysing everything whih is deteted during the searh. While the ative method is more omplexthan the passive method, the ative method �nds malware whih is more aggressive and stealthier.Suh malware would probably not have been found without an ative apturing method.A possible implementation of the ative method ould san all inoming mails of an emailaount reeiving muh spam. One a suspiious email is reeived, this mehanism ould analysethe mails ontent and then try to download the malware without the need for user interation.6.1.2. Dropper. There is a problem with apturing bot lients. The infetion of a omputerusually starts with reeiving a dropper as explained in �gure 2.1 on page 13. The dropper startsthe infetion but does not ontain the bot lient itself. Only after suessful infetion, the dropperdownloads the atual bot lient and removes itself.This results in a problem whih needs to be solved when wanting to analyse bot lients. Aresearher looking into bot lients always has to make sure that he not only olleted the dropper,but also the real bot software. This is one of the main reasons why some researhers are buildingautomated analysis infrastrutures where droppers are regularly run on real hardware to make surethat they download the atual bot lient.6.2. E�ets of arhitetural hoiesInfetion and update mehanism. The infetion mehanism of a bot has some e�et on howthe bot lients an be aptured. While bot lients whih are atively trying to infet other hostswill be deteted by passive apturing proesses. Bot lients trying to lure users to download andinstall malware will only be deteted by ative apturing proesses.The update mehanism has similar e�ets. When botnets spread their updates widely, it willbeome easier to apture (and analyse) these updates.Rally mehanism. The rally mehanism has not muh of an e�et on the apturing proess.A noisy rallying mehanism might help in deteting a botnet. But the rallying is about bringingalready infeted omputers together and not to spread software. This is happening in earlier(infetion) and later (updates) phases.Defene mehanism. Depending on the defene mehanisms, botnet apturing proesses anrun into problems. If a botnet atively attaks nosey apturing mehanisms, this an lead tonetwork outages and other problems for the infrastruture running the apturing mehanism.Some botnets attak an IP address automatially if that IP address tries to download the malwaretoo many times [MA08℄. A passive detetion infrastruture is probably less threatened by thedefene mehanism of a botnet than by an ative detetion infrastruture.Said that, there are possible tehnial solutions whih an be used when there is the potentialof being on the wrong end of a DDoS attak. Threatened organisations like CastleCops andSpamHaus are renting network servies from ompanies like Prolexi [War07℄ whih make sure
40



6.4. CAPTURE 41that DDoS attaks are stopped before they are reahing the target. But at the end this is still onlyan arms rae between the botnet hunters and the botnet masters.6.3. Reeive6.3.1. E-mail with attahment. Some bot lients are sent to the potential vitims via e-mail. The goal with this distribution strategy is for the bot lient to exploit a vulnerability in thee-mail lient without the need for the user to do anything or to trik the user into liking on thedropper and start the infetion.Not that many bot lients are sent as attahments now.6.3.2. E-mail without attahment. Other botnets use emails without attahments forspreading. They do not send the malware within the mail body but they lure the reeiver of theemail into visiting an infeted website as desribed in subsetion 4.4.2.Botnet researhers implemented mehanisms whih an interpret suh emails and are able toautomatially download and analyse the malware. This method an be quite suessful sine newbot lients an be deteted quikly and without manual intervention.6.4. Capture6.4.1. Honeypot. A honeypot is a omputer whih ats like a normal vitim but its sole useis to ath, and sometimes analyse the behaviour of, malware [HP08℄. There are di�erent kindsof honeypots, eah kind having its own advantages and weaknesses. Honeypots have three speialharateristis. These harateristis an be ombined to reate a honeypot for a speial purpose:
• Interation (high vs. low)
• Charater (virtual vs. physial)
• Target (servie vs. lient)Interation. Honeypots either are high interative or low interative. Low interative honey-pots emulate system servies. Beause of this they are easy to deploy and the risks running themis fairly low.High interation honeypots are running the real servies. Therefore they look more onviningto an attaker, but beause of this they are also riskier to run. It is more di�ult to deploy manyhigh interative honeypots beause every servie needs to be set up as if it would be used for a livesystem.Charater. Honeypots are either virtual or physial. Virtual honeypots are running withinsome kind of virtual mahine. Many honeypots an thereby share one single physial host. Virtualhoneypots are salable and an be easily maintained.Physial honeypots on the other hand are run without emulation, beause of this they aremore ompliated to be managed but appear more authenti.Target. Classial honeypots were emulating servies like web, ftp, �le sharing and others.Newer honeypots start to emulate lient behaviour. They at like omputer users, browse onthe Internet and lik on links as a normal user would do. The idea behind lient honeypots is toollet malware whih spei�ally targets users and not servies.6.4.2. Dilemma. There is a dilemma for seurity experts working with honeypots whih isexplained in [ZC06℄. It is the question about the liability of seurity experts running honeypotswhih are then ompromised and eventually used as a relay or starting point for attaks against athird party.To mitigate suh risks, seurity experts started to implement �lters and bandwidth shapingfor their honeypots. The problem with this is that other bots an be used as sensors [ZC06℄ whihan determine if a bot is honeypot or not. Bots an send themselves some faked tra� whihthe honeypot admin annot lassify as either maliious or unmaliious so he has to disable suhommuniation.Another interesting thought is to implement a trust mehanism like the PGP web of trust:Bots learn about other bots how many hosts they infeted. Depending on the number of suessfulinfetions, the trust level raises. This strategy ould turn out to mitigate the risks for Sybil attaksand other senarios.



6.6. DISCUSSION 426.5. Obtain6.5.1. Find and download soure ode. The easiest way to analyse the workings of a botis to read its soure ode. Soure ode to some of the wider known bot lients is freely availableunder open soure lienes. For example, Agobot and some of its family an be readily found onthe Internet.While soure ode an make the life of a botnet hunter muh easier, it also worsens the situationbeause the availability of malware soure ode typially provokes a heap of free-riders and sriptkiddies whih have a head start thanks to the freely available soure ode. They are able to reatenew viruses and worms without the need to learn something about the tehnology they use. Whihthey would need to do if they would not have aess to the soure ode.Having soure ode freely available has another, less pleasant e�et. Suh soure ode is oftentaken and enhaned in some or the other way. This means somebody studies that ode and reatessomething new. Probably even something more powerful and even �more evil� than the originalversion.6.5.2. Ask for it. AV ompanies ask for samples of malware whih they reeive from re-searhers and from online sanning appliations. They then analyse that malware and add theorresponding signatures to their signature database. They also reeive prototypes for new infe-tion strategies, for new stealth mehanisms or other advanements. The AV ompanies analysethese prototypes to learn more about upoming threats and trends.There is also another group whih asks for malware, persons wanting to run a botnet but notbeing skilled or able to write their own bot lient. They are obviously willing to pay for their botsoftware, support and updates. 6.6. DisussionMany botnet researhers are urrently making use of passive honeypots. These honeypotsare waiting until somebody tries to infet them with malware. This unfortunately leads to thefat that only some frations of all the bot lients will ever get aught. Botnets whih require anative apturing method will be deteted less frequently. There are no numbers available and it isnot lear how many botnets are undeteted beause they are not visible to the urrent detetionmehanisms. This de�nitely would be an interesting topi for further researh.There are e�orts being done to develop ative apturing infrastrutures. These systems areompliated and the development is ostly. The problem with them is that they need to ontainsome kind of intelligene whih interprets and understands input. Analysing emails and down-loading the advertised malware is a simple example of an ative apture. Unfortunately suh aapturing mehanism an be made unusable when slightly hanging the bot spreading mehanisms.For example, using images instead of text ould irritate the ode and make the email parser uselessbeause it an't interpret the email's ontent anymore.We need more ative apturing methods so that we an apture all kinds of bots. It must bethe goal to ath as many di�erent bot lients from as many di�erent botnets as possible. Onlyahieving that goal will help us in being able to observe most of the botnets and learn about themotives and plans of the botnet herders.Intelligene is a key in �ghting the riminal ativities emerging from botnets. Banks needto learn about where phishing is happening and who is involved in the ativities. ISPs need tolearn about their ustomers omputers beoming infeted and turning into zombies. Credit ardompanies need to know about their redit ard numbers being sold on the blak market.I feel on�dent that organisations like the Shadowserver Foundation are an important fatorwhen trying to prevail over the urrent situation. They are olleting data and more importantly,generating knowledge and awareness about what is going on and what we will see tomorrow.Tehnial means to ollet and observe botnets and botnet ativity is important, but proessingthat information and sharing it with the stakeholders are just as important. Capturing methodswill hange, they will need to adapt to the development of botnets, but ooperation amongst thebotnet hunters will stay unhanged.



CHAPTER 7Botnet analysis7.1. What is botnet analysis?Botnet analysis is about learning how a bot lient and the botnet are designed, about theirfeatures, the ommanding struture and the behaviour. This analysis an give important fatsabout how big and dangerous a botnet is. Depending on the �ndings, a ountering strategy anbe developed and exeuted.When analysing software, the researher sets up a taxonomy to desribe the �ndings. In doingso, he �rst identi�es the appliation boundaries. One the boundaries are de�ned, the researher�nds entry and exit points to and from the appliation. This is to learn about where input isoming from and where an appliation is writing or sending data to. These entry and exit pointsare then analysed to de�ne the attak surfae.De�ning the attak surfae is an important tool to formulate a strategy on how an appliationould be attaked. Based on all these �ndings and the analysis of the behaviour of the appliationunder di�erent irumstanes, the analyser an then de�ne a strategy to annihilate single bots orthe whole botnet. 7.2. E�ets of arhitetural hoiesUsage and Update mehanisms. These two arhitetural hoies are interesting to learn aboutwhat the botnet is used for, but they do not play a signi�ant role in bringing down the network.The update mehanism ould be used by the botnet herder to onstantly hange the binariesof his bots, whih would make the life of the analyser muh harder. But it is important to notethat this means no real protetion to the botnet.C&C modes and Communiation protools. C&C modes and the ommuniation protool arevery important for the analysis proess. When understanding these parts of a botnet, an analyseran write his own tools to take over the whole botnet. This an be ompared with a ommunity.One an external person understands what a losed group is talking about and learns the lingo ofthat group, the external person will be aepted within the group and will have in�uene on theothers.IRC and similar protools an be automatially analysed sine there already are many toolsand utilities for doing so. Other protools might be more ompliated. This means that whenbotnets are following standards they are developed muh quiker, but the analyser also has a lessdi�ult job beause he an use standard tools for the analysis proess.Rally mehanism. The rally mehanism of a botnet is a very ritial aspet beause it is a weakspot. If the rallying mehanism is not seure, an attaker an destroy the rallying mehanismsinfrastruture making it impossible for new bots to join the network. Consequently the botnet willshrink and eventually disappear.Or an attaker an injet lones into the network. Whih, when not being deteted by thebotnet master, ould lead to a suessful Sybil attak [Dou02℄. Sybil attaks are explained insetion 8.8.2.Defene mehanism. Understanding and analysing the defene mehanisms is important be-ause one the defene is understood it beomes possible to work around the defene mehanisms.It is important to stress the fat that every defene an be subverted; it is only a matter oftime and available resoures.7.3. Malware analysis methodologiesAs is desribed in [BB07℄, an analyser an never be sure if the analysed malware is atingmaliiously or if the malware is deteting the analysis and therefore running its self defene. This
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7.4. BLACK BOX TESTING 44means that malware always needs to be looked at from many di�erent angles to make sure thatthe software behaves as it is expeted to.Generally said, the botnet owner wants to keep all the information about his botnet seret.As example, an IRC based botnet requires all the bots to know about the IRC server to onnetto. As long as the bots an keep that entral server seret, the C&C struture will not be takendown. Whih means that in this example it is in the interest of the botnet developer to have hisbots detet when they are being analysed so they do not reveal the loation of the IRC server.The bot an analyse its �neighbourhood� and �nd out if it is running on the right OS. The botlient an do a timing attak to �nd out if the host runs as fast as the hardware normally would.It ould detet network throttling or missing network at all. Some of these triks are desribed in[? ℄ in detail.Malware analysis is all about learning to understand the behaviour and funtionality of a botand its ommuniation within the botnet. Generally said, there are two ways to analyse the bot.Analyse it when it is running on some system or analyse its soure or binary ode. [HM04℄ desribesboth analysis methods and a mixture of both as blak, white and gray box testing.A typial analysis follows a simple �ow. The bot lient will �rst be analysed. It will be let run,probably some deompilation ours. After the binary was looked at, it is time for the network.The bot will be analysed how and where it is onneting to, as well as what it is sending over andreeiving from the network. 7.4. Blak Box Testing7.4.1. Introdution. Usually the �rst step in analysing a bot lient is the blak box testingmethod. In blak box testing the analysed software is being run and the analyser is analysingwhat the software is doing. The analyser is injeting some input into the appliation to analysethe behaviour on di�erent �stimulations�.If there are several versions of the same appliation, it an also be interesting to ompare thebinaries of the di�erent versions [HM04℄. Suh an analysis an reveal whih parts of an appliationwere hanged over time.Looking at the binary of an appliation an reveal whih middleware and libraries were used,sometimes it is possible to reognise parts whih were ompiled from known soure ode. Sometimesit is possible to learn about the development tools whih were used to ompile the binary. Andsome developers forget that they added hardoded diretory paths and other information whihan reveal details about their identity.7.4.2. Behaviour based analysis with virtual mahines and sandboxes. Virtual ma-hines are onvenient to analyse malware beause it is easy to set up a new system after the oldone was infeted. Using tools like VMWare, this normally onsists of the simple step to reload theoriginal, uninfeted dis image to revoke all hanges made by the bot lient.Beause of the nature of the omplexity of virtual mahines and sandboxes, every suh meh-anism an be deteted [? ℄. Some virtual mahines do not implement the whole hardware orsoftware stak they emulate. Malware an then try to detet these de�ienies. The malware anlook at the memory handling, namely the Loal Desriptor Table and the Global Desriptor Table1[QS06℄. If these memory strutures are di�erent than expeted, the malware is probably runningin a virtual environment.Besides exploiting the arhiteture or programming errors, there sometimes exist even simplermethods. Some versions of VMWare an be deteted by looking into the Windows Registry andsearhing for this key:"SOFTWARE\VMware, In.\VMware Tools".When this key is present, there is a good hane that the system is running in a virtual environment.Now that many botnet hunters are making use of one or another virtual mahine tehnology,an arms rae started between malware authors and the botnet hunters. Bot lients started tobeome aware of virtual hosts. Currently some bots either try to deativate the analysing softwareor behave di�erently. Even make-your-own-botnet tools like Shark3 allow for the inlusion of some1The Global Desriptor Table (GDT) and Loal Desriptor Table (LDT) are memory management strutures on thex86 proessor platform. Both desriptor tables ontain Segment Desriptors whih are used to translate a logialmemory loation to a linear loation. While the GDT ontains global memory segments, the LDT ontains memorysegments whih are private to a spei� appliation.



7.6. GRAY BOX TESTING 45form of VM detetion ode [Dan08℄, whih makes that tehnology available also for the tehniallyhallenged botnet masters. This means that there is a need for better virtualisation software andmehanisms to analyse malware whih is aware of virtual environments.It is possible for the malware to diretly attak the virtual mahine it is running in [D.G08℄.Every virtual mahine has defets whih the malware an exploit to either shut the whole virtualmahine down or to break out of the virtual environment and to infet the host. One a host isinfeted, the whole analysis beomes useless beause the results an't be trusted.This trend will beome interesting when lient omputers regularly use virtual mahines. Cur-rently our omputer systems are moving towards virtualisation and more and more systems willdepend regularly on suh tehnology. Even lient omputers and not only servers. Computersrunning at home ould use virtual environments for any reason. This trend would mean that thebotnet developers would need to aommodate to this senario and they would need to updatetheir virtual mahine detetion mehanisms so that they distinguish when the bot lient is anal-ysed or when it is run on a regular (unproteted and non-hostile) lient omputer. This will be aninteresting trend to observe.Another interesting senario is when bot lients make widespread use of virtual mahine meh-anisms to run as hosts themselves. Suh a bot would run as host and move the OS into a virtualguest system. Probably during the boot up of the omputer. This senario would mean that al-though a system is running AV software and intrusion detetion tools, the bot lient ating as thehost an subvert any OS ativity and ompletely hide from detetion. Suh malware is urrentlyin the wild [Kim08℄ and it will be interesting to see how this evolves.7.5. White Box Testing7.5.1. Introdution. During white box testing, the analyser is in possession of the botlient's soure ode and is analysing that soure. Instead of obtaining the soure, it is also possibleto deompile a binary and then to analyse that result to understand what an appliation is doing.7.5.2. Soure ode analysis. Soure ode analysis is the best possibility to analyse theinner workings of a bot. The soure ode is what makes the bot run, so reading and analysing thesoure helps in fully understanding a bot.Bot developers and authors of malware in general are regularly adding bakdoors to their odeso that they an aess bot lients after having them sold to ustomers [Wüe08℄. It is thereforegood pratie to study malware for unknown bakdoors.There is no better defene to soure ode analysis than to not publish the soure at all.Unfortunately there is a problem with this. Sine a bot lient needs distribution, so that as manyhosts an be infeted as possible, this also means that it beomes less di�ult to get the hands onthe binary. And when the binary an be obtained, it an be analysed. Whih means that there isno protetion for an appliation one it is released. Everybody owning a opy of said appliationan try to deompile the binary or read the assembler output to �nd out what the appliation isup to.Of ourse some appliation's odes are obfusated before they are published. But ode obfus-ation is only a distration for the analyser of software and no real protetion.Soure ode analysis an be automated and there are several ommerial and open soure toolsavailable. But all these automation mehanisms will always require the analyser to be a speialistso that he an interpret and understand suh an analysis.7.6. Gray Box Testing7.6.1. Introdution. Aording to [HM04℄, gray box testing is the ombination of �whitebox tehniques with blak box input testing�. A simple senario of gray box testing is to run a botwithin a debugger, analysing the behaviour when the bot runs and reeives input from a blak boxtest.Some bots like the Storm worm ontain anti debugging features whih an stop or deativatea debugger, and thereby making analysis of the bot muh more ompliated. There is proof [IH05℄that some bots do a simple hek to see if SoftICE is running on a system. SoftICE is a debuggerwith whih it is possible to analyse running software. Other strategies are used as well. AppendixB shows an example of how suh a kill mehanism works.



7.7. NETWORK ANALYSIS 46Other bots try to enrypt their ode. They are making use of a paker or some algorithmimethod whih obfusates or enrypts the binary. When the bot is run, a deryption mehanismor unpaker translates suh obfusated ommands to the omputer.7.7. Network Analysis7.7.1. Introdution. Network analysis is atually some kind of blak and gray box testing.To analyse a botnet means not only to analyse the bot software but also to monitor and analysethe network behaviour of a single bot and all the bot lients onneting to the same network.The importane of network analysis beomes lear when thinking about the onneted nature ofbotnets. A botnet is only as good as the sum of all the bot lients. Whih means that the botnetspower lies in the stability and working of the interonnetion of the single bots.Beause the network is an important fator for the analysis, botnet masters started to imple-ment botnet level defene mehanisms as desribed in subsetion 6.2. Storm worm nodes inludeautomated and manual mehanisms to attak researhers whih are too nosy. The defene meh-anism onsists of some nodes starting a DDoS attak for a few minutes or a few hours, dependingon some settings and deisions made by the botnet master.7.7.2. Analysis Methods.Botnet In�ltration. The best method to analyse a botnet is to in�ltrate the C&C. This isusually ahieved by joining the C&C with moles. These moles look as authenti as possible andlog all the ommuniation within the botnet. This method unfortunately has some drawbaks:
• Moles must be named like the real bot lients. If they look di�erent, they will get detetedby the botnet herder.
• Moles must behave exatly like the real bot lients or fear their detetion. They mustanswer on inquiries and they must reat on ommands as expeted.
• Although a mole sits in a C&C, this does not neessarily mean that it an see the ompletetra�. The botnet an be segmented or using private ommuniation hannels. This isan important fat to onsider when analysing the botnet ommuniation.When the botnet shares all the ommuniation amongst all bots, this analysis method not onlyreveals all the bot lients whih are online, but it also reveals who the botnet herder is and whatkind of ommands are sent from where to how many bots.DNS Rediretion. Another method whih an be used for ounting bots in a botnet, but notto learn about the ommands sent to the bots, is DNS rediretion. The method is as simple as it ise�etive. The DNS entry assoiated with the C&C is redireted to a omputer under the ontrolof a researher [RZMT07℄. That omputer is then waiting for bots ontating it, ounting everyonnetion attempt.Unfortunately there are a few problems with this method as well. It an only ount onnetionattempts, but it gives no details about how many bots would be onneted at a spei� time andit annot detet when the same bot onnets multiple times from di�erent network loations.7.7.3. Aspets to be onsidered.Botnet Size. When analysing a botnet, it is interesting to learn about the size of the network.Unfortunately this is quite di�ult. A botnet is onstantly growing and shrinking. New bots areonneting, old bots are disonneting. This behaviour has a simple reason. New bots are gettinginfeted, already infeted mahines get leaned or shut down over night. Whih means that lookingat the number of urrently onneted bots will not reveal the real size of a botnet. Some bots ouldbe temporarily shut down over night.From this it follows that to analyse the size of a botnet, the analysis should be done over sometime, logging all the di�erent bots onneting to the C&C.Unfortunately this method has a problem as well. Some omputers will hange the IP addresswhen reonneting to the Internet. Most ommon reason for this is that ISPs give out di�erent IPaddresses to lients eah time they onnet to the ISP's network. This means that a previouslyunseen IP address ould atually be an already deteted bot reonneting after a shutdown.In [RZMT07℄ the authors disuss this problem of real botnet footprint versus the life popula-tion. While there is no real solution to this problem yet, it shows that size atually matters andthat estimates about botnet sizes should always be taken with a grain of salt.



7.8. DISCUSSION 47Geographial distribution. The geographial distribution of a botnet's lients has many di�erentin�uenes on a botnets nature. The simplest impat is that when all bots reside in the same timezone, the population of the network will grow and shrink dramatially beause omputers are shutdown for the night at the same time and other reasons.But the geographial spreading an have di�erent impat on the botnet as well. When beingplanned aordingly, the botnet an target its attaks aording to some diurnal model. It is less ofa waste of resoures and there is better probability to �nd an ative and infetable omputer whenthe attaks are timed to the time of day where people are sitting behind their omputers. Suhan attak an make use of the umulative online population during the evening hours to attakthe private omputers of a spei� time zone. Suh attak behaviour would have an e�et on theanalysis of the bot lient. It ould be that some bots do only attak during speial hours or somesimilar senario.Suh distribution strategies are desribed in [BW007℄ whih talks about zealous propagation.Identifying and understanding suh a geographial or diurnal attak model an help in an earlydetetion of an attak. One suh an attak senario is identi�ed, it beomes possible to start abetter defene.IP distribution. An interesting aspet to be onsidered when looking into botnet analysis isto learn about the distribution of bots. It an be insightful to analyse if a bot is only attakingservers, only lients or if it just attaks IP addresses with no preferenes at all.It an also be interesting to analyse the distribution algorithm to �nd out if some IP bloksare favoured over others. This information an be used to build up the defene strategy.7.8. DisussionBot lient and botnet analysis is di�ult and time onsuming. Considering the number ofdi�erent (and known) botnets out there, it should be obvious that it is impossible to analyse allof them manually. An automated analysis is required.The seond problem is about how bots are analysed. An analyser an never be sure that hehas deteted everything. A bot ould sleep for 90% of the time and only wake up and do �its work�on a spei� time in the month (when the researher is looking away). There is an old saying whihgoes like this: �An absene of evidene is not the evidene of absene�. You an never be sure thatyou know about all the features within a bot lient.Another problem is that bot lients an monitor their environment. A bot an try to detet ifit is being run in a VM, if a user is sitting at the omputer (mouse and keyboard ativity) and ifthe network is �ltered. If the bot thinks that it is being observed, it an behave inonspiuouslyor rash to put the analyser o� the sent.Botnet analysis sometimes sounds like a game between the botnet developer and the botnethunter. While the botnet hunter tries to �nd out about the workings of the bot lient, the botdeveloper tries to hide as muh information as possible. But no defene an be ompletely perfetand thus everything ends in a never ending build-up of arms between the bot developer and thebotnet hunter.



CHAPTER 8Botnet annihilation8.1. IntrodutionThe end of the botnet lifeyle is when either the C&C infrastruture does not funtion orthere are no bots left to ontrol.Attaking a botnet an be di�ult beause the di�erent bots are usually loated in di�erentountries (with di�erent jurisditions). And the C&C is probably loated in a di�erent ountrythan the person trying to lose down the botnet.There is an old Soviet dotrine whih goes something like this. First kill one third, disruptthe seond third and the last third will fall down as a result. Unfortunately that dotrine doesnot diretly apply to the botnet senario. Although removing bots from their botnet will reduethe size of the botnet, this does not mean the botnet will be annihilated when there will only beone third of the bots left. While some P2P based botnets an be suseptible to suh attaks, someentrally ommanded networks will be immune against it. This shows that everything omes bakto the arhiteture of a botnet.All of the annihilation strategies follow one simple rule, �nd the weakest link in a botnetinfrastruture and attak that single point with the hope to bring down the whole infrastruture.The energy required to bring down the botnet should not surpass the worth (or threat) of thebotnet. It probably does not make sense to invest millions to annihilate a small botnet when thebotnet is only of small annoyane. Whih means that the annihilation strategy is more e�ientwhen the budget and resoures for the botnet hunter are smaller than the budget and resouresfor the defene of the botnet.It is also important to stress the fat, that there are irumstanes where it is undesired toannihilate a botnet. If for example the forensis team of a bank gains aess to a botnet whih isatively used to defraud the bank, then it an be desired to keep the botnet up. The motivation fordoing so is the hane to learn about the motives and the moves made by the riminals. Observingthe C&C of a botnet also sometimes reveals important information whih an be used by lawenforement. 8.2. Causes for annihilation8.2.1. Natural auses. Botnets experiene a onstant natural annihilation. Computers getpathed, some omputers get shut down during the night and there is still the possibility of powerfailures or network outages [DGZ+05℄. There is also the possibility that the botnet master loosesinterest in his network and stops all management tasks. The botnet will then ontinuously shrinkand eventually ease to exist.8.2.2. Manual take down. There are several possibilities to bring down a botnet. Thishapter looks into the di�erent strategies on manually taking down a botnet.8.3. MotivationBotnets are a threat to the seurity and privay of the Internet. They threaten businesses andpeople all around the globe. Botnets use resoures from third parties without paying for them,and they use these resoures to follow illegal ativities. From a legal perspetive this is motivationenough to target botnets.During the InBot'08 onferene in Germany, Freed0 from the Shadowserver Foundation madean interesting statement. He said that most vitims whih are targeted by botnets will never ontatlaw enforement and will never demand a riminal investigation. Not ontating law enforementis learly an at of endorsing the riminal ativity. It is the same as when paying the ransom when
48



8.5. EFFECTS OF ARCHITECTURAL CHOICES 49being blakmailed. Giving in on suh a demand legitimates the blakmailing and will �nally resultin being targeted again.There may be di�erent reasons not to report an o�ene. An infetion an stay undeteted,users are overstrained and don't know where to report to, ompanies an be ashamed of having topublily admit that they were infeted. And most often evidene is erased before somebody hadthe hane to analyse the infeted system.But there are many more reasons why somebody ould want to bring down a botnet. Manyof these reasons depend on the annihilator's motivation.
• A rival botnet herder ould be interested to take over the botnet to integrate the botsinto his own botnet.
• A researher ould be interested to learn more about the arhiteture of a botnet andhow the arhiteture plays a role in the botnet's defene.
• The Shadowserver Foundation has the mission to improve the seurity of the Internet.Other teams have similar goals.
• Law enforement will want to annihilate the network beause of legal aspets.These ators all have di�erent ways in whih they onfront a botnet. While rivalling botnetmasters will prefer to diretly attak the botnet, researhers and groups like the ShadowserverFoundation will only report on their �ndings (to the authorities). Law enforement will try to stopthe omputers running the C&C and will investigate on the botnet masters.For the time being the oexistene of groups like the Shadowserver Foundation and law enfore-ment will persist. Law enforement is dependent on the details they reeive from the researhers.Mostly beause they lak the resoures to investigate the details on their own. There is also anotheraspet. Botnets are operating globally, law enforement mostly loally. Whih means that eitherall law enforement agenies around the globe are onstantly reinventing the wheel, or they use theadvantage of having aess to global information. Globally sharing resoures is learly the bettersolution. And beause the Shadowserver Foundation (as example) does only gather intelligenewithout ating themselves, there is also no on�it with loal laws.8.4. Strategies against ative defene mehanismsAttaking and trying to bring down a botnet an be a risky task. Depending on the motivationof the botnet master and the monetary aspets of the botnet the botnet master ould beome veryangry. Whih means that there is some potential harm to the botnet hunter's systems as well aspotential physial harm involved.From an ethial and legal standpoint it is questionable if bringing down botnets is legal in allases and if this is ethially and morally okay to do so. Analysing a botnet and then informing thelegal authorities is ertainly the better strategy than trying to do that on your own.8.5. E�ets of arhitetural hoiesInfetion mehanisms. The infetion mehanism per se is not that important to the analysisof a botnet and the bot binary. But the infetion mehanism an be interesting to analyse and anhelp in seleting an annihilation strategy.C&C modes and ommuniation protools. The design of the C&C modes and the ommuni-ation protools has a strong in�uene on how easy or omplex it is to analyse a botnet. Whileommuniation has little e�et on the analysis of the bot binary, it has a huge impat on the wholenetwork. If the ommuniation is deentralised and enrypted, the analysis beomes very omplexand most probably will require the development of analysis tools.If on the other hand the C&C is based on the implementation of an RFC ompliant IRCprotool then the analyser an use standard tools and disset the workings relatively easily.Rally mehanisms. The rally mehanism an have an impat on the analysis so far as thatwhen trying to in�ltrate moles into a botnet the arhiteture of the rally mehanism an requirethe analyser to write his own tools instead of being able to use standard tools and utilities.Update and defene mehanisms. The arhiteture of the update and defene mehanismsobviously have a signi�ant impat on the analysis. If a bot gets updated regularly, hanges itsbehaviour and old binaries are losed out from joining the network, then a researher analysingthe botnet will be fored to regularly redo the analysis to re�et the new onditions.



8.7. STRATEGIES AGAINST THE TECHNOLOGY 50A defene mehanism like the automated DDoS attaks from the Storm network an preventanalysers from looking into the workings of a botnet simply beause they annot a�ord or do notwish to be attaked.8.6. General annihilation strategies and thoughtsAttaking a botnet an mean simply bringing down single bots and trying to deimate thebotnet. This strategy will work a small perentage of the time. Suessful attak strategies an befound in military tatis and the analysis of the workings of terrorist ells as desribed in [NA05℄.When trying to bring down a botnet it is important to look into the topology of the network.It is interesting to see the similarities between a distributed P2P botnet and distributed smallterrorist ells. Both systems an't be annihilated by simply attaking the entral ommuniationinfrastruture. It is also di�ult to bring them down with in�ltrating moles beause one singlemole will always only see some part of the whole network.So there are three important points to be looked into when analysing a botnet:
• What strategy is used to ontrol the botnet.
• What kind of trust mehanisms are built into the botnet.
• What strategy is used to replae lost bots.Control mehanism. As was disussed before, the ontrol mehanism is important. If there isany way to subvert the ontrol mehanism it beomes possible to injet false ommands into theontrol struture whih an disrupt parts or the whole of a botnet.Trust mehanism. The trust mehanism deides on how bots interat with new or alreadyknown bots. In simple botnets where there is only one server ommanding the lients there is noneed for a trust mehanism. Every bot impliitly trusts the entral C&C. But suh a senario doesnot ask for an enhaned attak strategy beause it su�es to attak the entral C&C to bringdown the whole network.In a muh more ompliated P2P network, as example, there must exist a trust mehanism.There must be some way in whih the network aepts new bots and in whih new ommands arefed into and distributed through the botnet so that an in�ltrated mole annot take ontrol overparts or the whole of the botnet.Replenishment strategy. The replenishment strategy is very important. If new bots are alladded to one side of a network it an be a possible senario to isolate all new bots from the alreadyexisting botnet to disrupt the ommuniation hannels and suessfully attak the replenishmentproess.On the other hand if there is some lever defene mehanism like the liques desribed in[NA05℄ then annihilation beomes quite di�ult. Cliques are similar to the ell struture oftenused in revolutionary warfare. Suh ells are operating independently from other ells and are onlyontating other ells for oordinating their fores. It is interesting to see that the same strategysuessfully used by many insurgent groups an be applied to the botnet defene as well.8.7. Strategies against the tehnology8.7.1. Attak ommuniation infrastruture. An attak against the C&C infrastruturetries to disrupt the ommuniation between the botnet master and the bots. To disable theommuniation in a botnet there are many strategies possible.Centralised Communiation. If the botnet has a entralised ommuniation infrastruture andthe bots are loating the entral server with the help of DNS, then it may be possible to take overthe DNS name used by the botnet. One the DNS name is taken over, the domain name entryan be hanged to 127.0.0.1 whih basially redirets all bots to themselves. The botnet will thenollapse beause it beomes headless.Another possibility is to take down the entral C&C server. This an be ahieved with thehelp of the ISP where the server is running. Shutting down the C&C server has the same e�et ashanging the DNS name.Deentralised Communiation. Attaking the ommuniation infrastruture with deentralisedbotnets is more ompliated. There is no entral entity whih an be attaked. There is nosilver bullet for this problem. Current strategies try to injet false ommands or to pollute theommuniation amongst the bots. Suh a strategy is only e�etive when the arhiteture of theommuniation protool allows for ommand injetion.



8.8. STRATEGIES AGAINST THE ORGANISATION 51Beoming headless. Most of the strategies targeting the ommuniation infrastruture have inommon that while they solve the immediate problem, they will not solve the long term problem.Even when a C&C is not available anymore, the bots are still infeted and it is only a question oftime until somebody else will apture them and they will then join another botnet instead.Botnets an defend themselves against attaks targeting their ommuniation infrastruture.Bot developers an hange their botnet's arhiteture so that there is no entral C&C anymore.They an harden the ommuniation protools. This means that somebody wanting to annihilatethe network will have to address single bots or invest resoures and try to �nd an exploit withinthe ommand struture.8.7.2. Update injetion. It ould also be interesting to use the automati pathing systemof the botnet where the existing ommuniation infrastruture is used to distribute pathes to thelient. It ould be tried to injet an �insurgent� update into the botnet. The bots would thenautomatially path themselves and the botnet would ease to exist.There are many ethial and legal aspets in this strategy for obvious reasons. Suh an updatean fail and leave the omputer unoperateable. Sine the update would be run without the usersonsent it ould lead to legal ations against the person injeting the update into the botnet. Evenwhen it was done with reputable motives.8.8. Strategies against the organisation8.8.1. Follow the money. Shutting down the C&C might either be not a possibility or itis the goal to �nd the botnet herder to bring him to justie. On both ounts it an be a goodstrategy to follow the money. Following the money means that law enforement tries to follow theroutes the money takes from somebody renting a botnet until the money reahes the bot herder.There are di�erent reasons why somebody needs to pay a bot herder. Somebody an pay for likson the ads on his own website (lik-fraud) or he an pay for the sending of spam or a vitim of aDDoS attak an deide to pay a ransom for stopping the attak.Depending on the steps and the ountries involved and the intelligene of the botnet herderfollowing the money an beome quite di�ult. Although banks are required by law to reportsuspiious money transfers (at least here in Switzerland), suessfully laundering money is notthat di�ult when using the right methods. When laundering money it is important to alternatelyuse di�erent means to transmit the money. Whih is why money transfer using Western Union1is popular. The money is taken from one bank aount, transmitted to the next, withdrawn fromthe seond aount, deposited to the third and then transmitted via Western Union to a foreignountry. As more steps and ountries are involved, as more di�ult it beomes to follow the money.8.8.2. Destroy reputation. While some botnets exist simply beause the botnet herderfeels like doing so, there are also botnets whih are there for ommerial purposes. Owners ofa ommerial botnet are dependent on the reputation of their servies and the quality of theirnetwork. While this automatially provokes mob wars between suh ommerial botnets, at theend all of those networks want to be the biggest so they an earn the most, this also opens up aninteresting attak against the reputation of a botnet and its owner.Let's think about a possible senario where a botnet like, for example, Storm is known for theirspam runs. The botnet herder would be known for the performane in whih his bots an send outmillions of spam mails in a very short time. The response rate would be very high beause of thegood quality of email addresses. The owner of that network an then ask for a good prie for hisservies.To make that botnet less attrative, there ould now be two possible senarios. One is to �oodthe database with bad email addresses. Addresses whih will not work or whih are spam trapsso that the next spam run will result in a muh lower response rate. How to ahieve this wouldmostly depend on the method the botnet herder gathers the addresses.The other senario ould be to start a Sybil attak [Dou02℄. Sybil attaks are about reatingmultiple identities and in�ltrate them into a system. In a senario this ould mean that a botnethunter is reating many faked bots and have them join the botnet. One the Sybils joined thenetwork, the botnet size would look good to the botnet owner. But one the botnet master sends1Western Union sometimes is alled the �high speed train of money laundering�.



8.9. DISCUSSION 52a ommand to the botnet, only a part of the bots would atually do what they are told to. TheSybil bots would only fake their engagement but atually do nothing.The seond senario an be evaded by the botnet master when building a robust trust meh-anism into his botnet where it beomes di�ult for a botnet hunter to in�ltrate Sybils into thebotnet.There are many other variations of Sybil attaks possible [FPPS07℄. They all tend to addressthe reputation of the botnet master and try to destroy the market the botnet master is ative in.The inversion of a Sybil attak an be wathed on sites like eBay and others where some sellers arereating multiple entities (users) whih are then used to raise the value of a seller using the Sybilsto reate faked redentials. 8.9. DisussionLooking at the di�erent annihilation strategies it should beome lear that there is no rightstrategy for every ase. While the tehnial take down is probably the easiest solution in manyases, it often does not solve the problem but only �ghts the symptoms.A take down is driven by arhiteture. This should also make lear why a good analysis isneeded to deide whih strategy ould be e�etive. This does not mean that every single botnetand bot should be analysed into every detail. But this means that the botnet problem must beonstantly addressed and new trends should be analysed in detail. Reports about new �ndingsmust be shared amongst the researhers so that protetion mehanisms an be developed andimplemented.Besides the tehnial side there must also be a ommuniative side where information aboutthe botnet problem is shared with the publi. At the end the botnet problem an only live as longas there are omputers whih an easily be aptured and turned into zombies.Part 3 of this thesis ontains some more thoughts about botnet defene and annihilationstrategies.
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CHAPTER 9Trends and future development9.1. General thoughts9.1.1. Trends. Nobody an tell the future, but there are strong indiators whih point in thegeneral diretion where we expet to be in the near future.There are broadly two groups of botnet trends. The evolutionary ones whih are just theinremental improvement of existing systems. These trends just enhane what's already there.They represent the �normal� evolution and won't bring about any step hange in behaviour. Thereare the sophistiated trends whih will be developed by the malware authors whih think out ofthe box. These trends will introdue new aspets to the botnet landsape. These trends will reallyhallenge the botnet hunters.The inremental trends will avoid old programming faults and design errors. The tendenywill be towards a general robustness of botnet software and will ontain these topis:
• General professionalism [FdP07℄.
• Hiding traks.
• Use of omputer resoures for omputational tasks.
• Growing reklessness.The sophistiated trends will ontain advaned attaks against the OS and the infrastruture itself.Botnet masters and bot developers will use �ndings of researh papers and do their own researhto enhane their bot software.9.1.2. Ever-growing attration. While there is a general disagreement regarding the raiseof the numbers of infeted hosts [Bar07℄ it should beome lear that the attration of botnets willgrow in the future.Malware turned into a lurative business with an attrative blak market some while ago andthis will not hange that fast [FPPS07℄, [FA07℄. There is too muh money at stake. Being lurativemeans that there will be the need for more speialists developing and running botnets. There willbe a growing infrastruture need and the �elds of operation will beome more professional to whatwe see now.But no matter how things evolve. It should be lear that we will need to work on mitigationstrategies to fae the upoming threats from the oming years. And these strategies will need tobeome pro-ative instead of being reative as they are today.9.2. Evolutionary trends9.2.1. Botnet segmentation. Instead of having one huge botnet, botnets will be segmented[VA06℄. Segmented botnets an be leased to spammers and others. Reduing the size of a sin-gle botnet redues impat of losing that botnet [NA05℄. There are reports that this is alreadyhappening with Storm [FSJ08℄ and other botnets.Another bene�t of botnet segmentation is desribed in [Ay07℄. Segmented botnets need lessintra botnet ommuniation whih makes the botnets existene less obvious.9.2.2. Enhaned P2P. Another natural trend will be the tehnial advanement of the P2Pbased botnets. While some botnets are built with Kademlia based tehniques [MM02℄ the trendwill probably be towards overlay servie networks like Tapestry [ZHS+04℄. These P2P networkswill then be used like an overlay network where traditional network servies will be replaed bytheir own equivalents within the overlay network itself.Suh oordinated networks, more resembling a system in the traditional sense than a network,an then be used to attak the traditional network servies like DNS and others. If done well,
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9.2. EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS 55an overlay network will only require basi funtionality from the network stak below and antherefore attak omputers outside the network without fear of being a�eted as well.This attak will gain in popularity when kits beome available whih allow to easily migratefrom IRC to P2P based ommuniation. Currently P2P is just too ompliated for some botdevelopers.9.2.3. Extortion. Bots enrypt �les on the loal host with a ryptographi algorithm andthe botnet master extorts the owner of the omputer to pay a sum for a deryption program whihan be used to revert the enryption mehanism. This an be ountered with lean and reentbakups.A similar senario is when the botnet master is not asking for money for a deryption programbut to not make publi the data found by a bot. This an obviously not be ountered by makingregular bakups but only with using strong rypto to store important data in the �rst hand.9.2.4. Improved spam.Personalisation. The general trend will be towards more onvining and better looking mes-sages. If a spam message looks better and is personalised to the reipient and the urrent irum-stanes (world news), a soial engineering attak will beome more e�etive. Spam will improveand not only look legitimate but botnet masters will start to mine emails they �nd on infetedomputers and automatially use that data to forge improved mails whih look more onviningto the reipients [AF06℄.Another speial kind of personalisation is not diretly spam related but an be adjusted a-ordingly. [AFA07℄ desribes the personalisation of attaks, where a botnet master ould deideto target one loalisation, like Berne, Switzerland. He would only need to identify all omputersfrom one spei� geographi loation and ould then start a DDoS attak. Or he ould deide tojust infet omputers residing in England (or time the attak with the diurnal rhythm). Or sendspam only to spei� regions.Events. Reating to events is a powerful tati to make a spam run muh more e�etive. Ifthere is a disaster somewhere in the world, people are tending to overlook obvious warnings. This isa true and tested tati whih was employed by the Storm worm (hene it's name) and many othersbefore (and afterwards). The same an be done at seasonal events like Christmas and Easter.The storm botnet started its Christmas season 2007 spam run the day the Russian domainname registrar ni.ru losed its doors for Christmas and New Years Eve. Beause of that move, thebotnet masters were able to use the reently registered domain names in their spam mails withoutthe fear of having them shut down by ni.ru during their spam run.9.2.5. Consistent use of stealth. The use of stealth ommuniation an be an absoluterequirement. As long as something is not seen or deteted, as long it an operate without interfer-enes. So if a botnet herder tries to build a botnet silently so he an attak some huge system outof the blue, he will probably want to stay hidden as long as possible.There are many more reasons why a botnet herder may want his botnet to be as silent aspossible. Many of those were disussed before.For C&C and rallying. Some botnets already make use of some form of stealth ommuniation.Some make use of HTTP based tra� whih is often overseen beause it does not look suspiiousin log �les. Another problem with HTTP is that this protool is probably the most used protoolon the Internet any many ompanies rely on using that protool. This means that HTTP annotbe bloked on ompany borders. Whih makes it an interesting protool when wanting to havebots in ompany environments.The sky is the limit in misusing protools for C&C ommuniation. NNTP, the protool usedfor Usenet messages, an be used for ommuniation. While the Usenet was in wide use some yearsago, this lately hanged a bit.But then there is also the possibility to use ICMP for ommuniation purposes. ICMP is theprotool whih is used for network analysis where systems an be pinged to look how long it takesfor a paket to reah them on the network.An interesting idea is to use DNS as a ommuniation hannel. DNS is the protool whih isused for domain name translation where a domain name like www.somap.org is translated into anIP address whih is then used to ontat the server in question. Commands in that protool anbe very di�ult to be deteted. The problem with using DNS as a protool to hide information in



9.2. EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS 56will probably be that somebody will beome suspiious for the inreased amount of DNS tra�.This an be ountered by small segmented botnets with low interbotnet ommuniation to keepthe �noise� down.Another interesting strategy is to mimi a legitimate protool and use the exat same ports asthe original, but to do something ompletely di�erent [WSZ07℄. Honeyd, a honeypot lient, doesthis by trying to lure malware into onneting to the honeypot. The same strategy an be usedfor the bot developers to mislead botnet hunters about the real bots and their purposes.On Host. There are some triks whih an be used on the lient to stay undeteted as well.This starts with rootkit tehnologies hiding the presene of the bot from the �le browser and theproess monitor. Another simple tati is to only eat resoures when it will go unnotied.But there are other tatis whih urrently are either not widely used or whih will be probablyintrodued real soon now. Malware already experimented with installing a virtual mahine andmoving the users system into a virtual guest environment [Kim08℄. This means that the usersOS runs as usual. But the bot lient atually runs as the host, hosting the users OS as a guestsystem. Sine the bot hosts the users OS, there is only a slight hane that the user will detet thisbehaviour beause the bot an simulate whatever it wants to. This attak is urrently suessfulbeause the Windows OS allows writes to the MBR. This is obviously a seurity risk.Another very interesting idea is to inlude some pathed version of the free AV softwareClamAV or another pathed AV software on the bot. The bot lient is then installing the pathedAV software into the system as ordinary virus sanner. Windows as example would then tell theuser that he runs a virus sanner and the pathed AV would (wrongly) state that everything isokay. While the bot runs undeteted in the bakground.9.2.6. Honeypot detetion. As was disussed before. The tehnology to detet if softwareis run within a virtual environment will be onstantly enhaned. Not only is it possible to �nd outif a bot is running on the real software or some emulation. But it is also possible to analyse if theomputer is run by a human being or an automated proess [ZC06℄. The idea behind this is toanalyse the mouse and keyboard events to �nd out if somebody is sitting behind the omputer orif the system just tries to be as real as possible although it is a omputer trying to lure malwareinto running their exploits and to then automatially analyse that malware.The same mehanism will then probably be built into the trust mehanism of some botnets.It is important for the trust mehanism of a botnet to make sure that no Sybils or moles an enterthe network. Filtering out omputers whih look suspiiously will help in reduing the risk of thebot being analysed by a botnet hunter.9.2.7. Avoid signature detetion. Morphing binary struture is something whih is alreadybeing done by many bots. This means that some mehanism makes sure that the binary of thebot is hanging onstantly so that the signature detetion by the AV software will not detet thebot beause the time between the hanges is faster than the time the AV vendors need to olletthe malware and to update and release new signatures.The problem with this approah is that some AV ompanies are using heuristi mehanismsand behaviour detetion to �nd suh morphing strutures. Although many of these mehanismsare working badly [hei07℄, it is a start and de�nitely the right way to go.Another problem the bot developers fae is that the ode whih is used to do the morphingis sometimes not hanging itself and the AV vendors an look for ourrenes of suh morpherprograms to detet the malware.Unfortunately this is another arms rae and will not hange until one side gains some newinsight into the rearmament and develops a ompletely new defene strategy.9.2.8. Better botnet protetion. Some botnets are already �proteted� today. They stayas low pro�le as possible or they start a DDoS attak against the ones trying to analyse them.Automati update mehanisms are already in wide use. Botnets update their binaries regularly.But there are other possible solutions whih an be used as protetion mehanisms.Botnets ould start to behave less traditional and instead of attaking a system with a DDoSattak a botnet ould start to anel all onnetions to a omputer. To do so the bots of a botnetwould need to ontain the same ode whih is used in Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS). SuhIPS send a �onnetion lose� network event to the soure and target of a onnetion if they detetsuspiious or maliious ativity. The same ould be done by bot lients who are near their target.



9.3. SOPHISTICATED TRENDS 57The bots ould start to injet pakets into the network. These pakets would look like they omefrom the vitim omputer, but instead these pakets are generated by the attaking bots, resettingall onnetions the vitim has open. This is an attak behaviour whih ould be very di�ultto mitigate. Another strategy ould be to use DNS poisoning or other attaks against the DNSinfrastruture. 9.3. Sophistiated trends9.3.1. NAT traversal and UPnP. UPnP, or universal plug and play, is a protool withwhih a devie an on�gure the network it is running on. A user loated behind a �rewall anon�gure the �rewall so that he an onnet to the Internet. The goal of this protool is to makenetwork on�guration as easy for home users as possible.This reates interesting new attaks whih bots ould make use of. Instead of shutting downthe �rewall, a bot lient would just reon�gure the �rewall so that the bot an onnet the Internetwithout being stopped by the �rewall. Besides opening the inside, the bot an also open the outsideinterfae so that all lients on the same internal network an be attaked from the Internet.The problem with this UPnP senario is that it will go unnotied while the network still works.The user will only get suspiious if something breaks and he has to look at the on�guration.There reently was an attak against routers [MM08℄ whih was similar to the above senario.Client omputers behind a �rewall were triked into visiting a website. That website ontainedsript ode whih was onseutively exeuted on the lient and whih automatially and silentlyre-on�gured the router in the network the lient resided in. The result was that every lient inthe same network was exposed to attaks from the Internet.9.3.2. Subvert ryptography.Install Root Cert. The botnet master an install a new root erti�ate on the bot [HAJ07℄.With suh a erti�ate in plae, phishing beomes very easy as all the protetive measures whihare taught by banks and others are void and useless. Beause the root erti�ate is installed inthe browser, the user will not see anything suspeting. The symbol of the SSL lok in the browserwindow will be losed beause there is no reason for the browser to alarm the user. The server'serti�ate is signed by a root erti�ate whih the user is trusting. So everything looks all right.A user starting his e-banking lient on a omputer with suh a bot installed an be rediretedto a phishing website under the ontrol of the botnet master. This website would look exatly likethe original banking website and the user would fall for a phishing attak.Crak ryptography. A very interesting thought is to use the power of a botnet to rak rypto-graphi keys. Muh in the way seti�home users are ooperating in �nding traes of extraterrestriallife. This idea was desribed in [HAJ07℄ and that paper analyses how long it would take to brutefore the ode of the private key of a root CA. One the private key of the CA is found, the keyan be used to sign SSL erti�ates of phishing sites. This senario would not require to install anew root erti�ate within the user's browser, making a phishing attak even simpler.Suh a senario would threaten everybody beause it would also fool users without malwareinstalled. Everybody onneting suh a site would see an SSL erti�ate whih was signed by atrusted root CA. As long as the root CA is not revoking their root erti�ate (and every userupdated his browsers) as long an attak with suh a erti�ate would be suessful.Currently the threat of suh an attak is not that big. Mostly beause omputers still are tooslow to suessfully attak an RSA key in a reasonable time, even in a huge group like a botnet.But the omputation power of proessors is onstantly inreasing and it is absolutely possible thatsuh a senario beomes reality in the foreseeable future.9.3.3. Use of trust mehanisms. To protet the botnet from moles and prevent the in-�ltration of Sybils a botnet will need to have some trust mehanisms. This is espeially true indeentralised networks where new members to the network are joining an already existing groupof hosts and where there is no entral authority ontrolling everything.There are mehanisms for suh senarios like the PGP web of trust or EigenTrust. Suhmehanisms should make sure that it is not possible to illegally injet ommands into the network.Another suh mehanism omprises of mob tatis whih are known from movies like �TheGodfather�. Every bot joining a deentralised botnet would need to prove that it is really alegitimate bot. To do so the botnet ould support many di�erent mehanisms and update a bots



9.3. SOPHISTICATED TRENDS 58reputation or legitimation aordingly. Suessfully attaking and infeting other omputers ouldlead in a raised reputation. Muh in the way that a new member of a ma�a lan needs to shootsomebody to show that he is no op. This ould work in the botnet world beause many botnethunters on�gure their systems so that a honeypot annot be used to attak other omputers.Another strategy ould be to analyse the environment the bot is running in, to try to �nd outif it runs within a virtual mahine and other tests. Every suh test ould then raise the reputation.9.3.4. Automation. Automation on the side of the malware is a signi�ant risk to botnethunters. If bots start to beome apable of doing simple tasks themselves, things start to turn veryugly. One suh idea is to teah bots to automatially develop their own exploits with tools like theMetasploit framework [FdP07℄. Suh bots ould onstantly try to �nd new exploits and then usethem to infet even more omputers.This would be an extremely disturbing trend beause it would make the botnet very di�ultto defeat. The botnet would onstantly hange its attak behaviour and probably make use ofpreviously unknown exploits whih �rst would be needed to be analysed by speialists before somepath ould be released. One a path is available the botnet ould already use another attak toexploit another vulnerability.This ould turn out to beome even worse when some bots automatially develop new exploitswhile others try to silently build up a list of vulnerable hosts without attaking them [WPSC03℄.The goal would be to ompile a huge list of possibly vulnerable hosts. One suh a list is bigenough, another group of bots ould start to attak all hosts in a oordinated e�ort, resulting in aform of �ash attak with the potential for an extremely rapid infetion.9.3.5. P2P Botnets and Overlay networks. If a P2P botnet is reahing ritial size anddistribution, there will be a few attaks whih ould beome realisable. Some of these trends werementioned before.Drop tra�. Instead of attaking a single host or system, the bots whih are strategially lo-ated best ould just drop the tra� oming from and going to the vitim host [BW007℄. Suh botswould basially behave like IPS systems but instead of losing potentially maliious onnetions,suh bots ould stop legitimate tra�. This is better than a DDoS attak beause there is notmuh whih an be done against suh an attak apart from leaning the Internet from all infetedhosts.Paket Injetion. Instead of defaing a web server, bots loated in between a vitim and a webserver injet HTML ode into web page requests [BW007℄. This is no lassial MITM attak butsome injetion of pakets without interrupting the diret onnetion between the vitim and theweb server. The result for the vitim would basially be the same. But �nding the problem willbe muh more omplex.An even more disturbing senario ould be when a big botnet starts to injet spoofed DNSpakages into the network. When bots are plaed in strategi loations, this ould lead to seriousnetwork problems. Botnet masters ould rediret any legitimate tra� to their servers. Due tothe fat that suh an attak leaves no marks, researhers and seurity experts would have a hardtime to detet and stop it.Rogue ode / Poisonous ommuniation. This is something whih is tried on distributed hashtable based P2P botnets. Some researhers injet poisoned hashes into the botnet ommuniationto disrupt the C&C. Currently this only slows down the botnet for a short time and is thereforeno more than an interesting experiment.Assuming the bot developer is lever enough, it should be no problem to develop protetivemeasures against suh attaks. But when thinking about the future of P2P based botnets, injetingpoisonous ommuniation ould be one of the most e�etive strategies.



CHAPTER 10ConlusionWhen looking into botnets it quikly beame obvious to me that many di�erent aspets need tobe addressed and, more important, to be understood. Botnets are a ompliated mixture of manydi�erent subjet matters. I quikly learned that I needed to widen my fous and to investigatetopis like networking protools, host seurity, soial engineering, psyhology, warfare, legal aspets,P2P, trust mehanisms, virtualisation and hardware tehnologies as well as many other subjets.Botnets are beoming more robust, ommuniation is enrypted and trust and stealth meh-anisms are built in. While there always were and probably always will be some amateurs parti-ipating in the game, there will also be the pros whih know what they are doing and whih willalways be one step ahead of the rowd.Many problems whih urrent botnet arhitetures are struggling with are solved in otherareas. Researhers are onstantly looking into network protools, stealth tehnologies, enryptionalgorithms and overlay network arhitetures. Their �ndings are published and an be read byeverybody interested in the topi. I don't say this is a problem and should not be done, I atuallybelieve in freely sharing knowledge. But we need to be aware of the fat that advanements anbe a double edged sword.Let's take the problem of trust. A P2P based botnet needs some way to trust new and existingnodes so that it is not possible to injet unauthorised ommands into the botnet. There is someliterature about introduing trust mehanisms into distributed networks. It will only be a matterof time until the �rst P2P based botnet will introdue a trust mehanism whih makes ommandinjetion attaks and ommuniation poisoning attempts on botnets futile.While the urrent situation is interesting to look into, it is also very sary. Criminals follow themoney and take every opportunity. They have the apability to run deentralised private networksand the urrent situation is that only a small perentage of botnet masters ever get aught and onlya few of those get onvited. Sine we keep on adding even more hosts to the Internet, e.g. fridges,ars, mobile phones, this threat will even inrease. A growing onnetivity and aompanyingomplexity will result in more possibilities for the riminals. I am tempted to say that we onlystand at the beginning and things will beome more problemati than they already are.When looking at possible trends I realised, that the sky is the limit. I was espeially fasinatedby the thought of using the botnet resoures to attak ryptography, using the bots as a numberrunher to work on alulation intensive tasks.Beause to understand the threats oming from botnets also needs some degree of tehnialknowledge, it beomes di�ult to raise awareness of the immediate threat. Meanwhile riminalsare getting better, they learn fast and try out new tehnologies and apabilities.Criminals will also work together. A market already exists where they do not only share reditard details and other data, but they also started to speialise and to sell dediated servies. Thistrend hints to a similar tendeny as an be identi�ed in the �normal� software industry. Companiesstarted to speialise in spei� subjets and sell software and servies tailored to dediated needs.Botnets don't know any borders and di�erent jurisditions and beause of this it beomesdi�ult to do something against a spei� attak. Therefore it is my strong believe that weneed to organise our defene on an international level. Groups like the Shadowserver Foundationare a step into the right diretion. They bring together speialists from many di�erent areas ofexpertise and analyse data they ollet from sensors loated all over the world. Sharing thatdata with the stakeholders is very important. Only when understanding the immediate threatand understanding how the riminals think and operate will we learn how we an protet ourommuniation infrastruture.There are three interest groups whih should work together:
• Private ompanies are having a need but lak the intelligene.
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10. CONCLUSION 60
• Botnet hunters do have the intelligene but they an't do anything with it.
• Law enforement would need the intelligene (and information about onrete threats)to investigate on botnets.All three interest groups together an share knowledge and do something against the threat frombotnets. Intelligene is the key, but only worth the ost if we share it and work together.This brings me bak to what I wrote in the introdution: It is important that the abovementioned stakeholders disuss di�erent senarios. A disussion is important. It does not onlyraise awareness but it helps in developing and re�ning ideas about new trends. Senarios areimportant beause they help in understanding a omplex system. With senarios new threats andtrends an be analysed.I learned from many disussions during the InBot'08 onferene and from private ommu-niation with many botnet hunters and other stakeholders that there is really an interest to dosomething. The defene is forming whih is a good thing. But still, it remains to be a very longway to go. We need to �nd a ommon language and we need to learn to know eah other so thatwe know who is doing what.The problem I faed with my objetives is that I ould have spent days, weeks and years onlooking into botnets. I ould have written sentenes, pages and books about them. I wanted toshow a piture as omplete as possible. This unfortunately omes with the ost of depth. Thehallenge therefore was it to keep on topi without losing myself into details of one aspet only. Butit is my opinion that I ahieved my goals. I was able to work and report on all of my objetives.And having pointers to many of the tehnologies and tehniques used, it should be not muh of aproblem to dig deeper. I believe that one the basis are understood, diving into details is alwaysabout learning new fats and relating them with information already learned before.Talking about urrent detetion mehanisms and inident handling strategies is deliate. Bot-nets are still an elitist's playground only and are only now entering the radar of ompanies andindividuals. Whih means that there are not many inident handling strategies and we are stillmostly reating to inidents but not proatively mitigating the threat. There is de�nitely baklogdemand and this objetive would be a perfet topi to do further researh on.Our networks are very vulnerable and we rely heavily on our ommuniation infrastruture. Ilearned about many ugly possibilities and the ones in this thesis are de�nitely frightening. Thissurely would also be an interesting topi to dive into with another projet.
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APPENDIX AEvidene of distributed attaksThe following lines show an extrat of a distributed brute fore attak on the omputer �host�on Otober 22, 2007 (the original hostname was replaed with �host�). One single IP address onlytried between one and three passwords before giving up. The distributed san ran for a few hours.These log entries look like originating from a botnet sine the onnetions are TCP oriented andfaking the sending IP address would be of no help.[...℄10:05:51 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 81.2.220.4310:07:29 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 74.232.154.11410:10:06 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 83.13.20.25210:12:05 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 216.221.95.2710:14:04 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 81.75.126.10110:16:38 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 82.234.183.6010:18:51 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 200.81.233.1810:20:31 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 80.218.30.11310:23:01 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 85.214.54.18210:25:04 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 87.54.26.14610:27:09 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 62.212.121.15610:30:09 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 202.106.60.2410:31:49 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 200.79.37.19410:34:43 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 200.172.166.210:36:29 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 64.180.238.8810:38:24 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 83.17.126.9410:41:15 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 200.207.9.5710:43:05 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 200.204.141.23710:44:58 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 212.190.88.17310:47:54 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 206.83.201.10710:49:36 host sshd: Authentiation failure for user mysql from 83.3.138.50[...℄
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APPENDIX BAgobot3This is an extrat of the Agobot3 soure ode. It shows the method whih is used to killrunning AV software proesses. Please note the omment in the header of the soure ode wherethe virus author desribes where he found the list of ommon names for proesses he would like tokill. This is very simple ode whih tries to kill a proess with every name it knows without lookingup if this proess atually runs or not./*This kills all ative Antivirus proesses that mathThanks to FSeure's Bugbear.B analysis �http://www.f-seure.om/v-dess/bugbear_b.shtml*/void KillAV(){ #ifdef WIN32onst har szFilenamesToKill[455℄ = { "ACKWIN32.EXE", "ADVXDWIN.EXE","AGENTSVR.EXE", "ALERTSVC.EXE",[...℄"zapro.EXE", "zonealarm.EXE", NULL };for(int i=0; szFilenamesToKill[i℄!=NULL; i++)KillProess(szFilenamesToKill[i℄);#elseKillProess("tpdump"); KillProess("ethereal");#endif}
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APPENDIX CMPak v0.94The following examples are from the index.php �le from the MPak software. MPak is a webserver based software whih tries to infet its visitors with many di�erent exploits.The �rst example shows that the appliation tries to �nd out whih browser variant the visitoris using and whih OS the browser is running on. Depending on the lient spei�ations, MPaksends di�erent exploits to the visitor (soure ode slightly edited for formatting purposes)://exploits ombinationif ($browser[name℄=="MSIE"){ if ($browser[os℄!="Windows NT 5.0"){ AddIP("0day");inlude 'rypt.php';inlude 'megapak1.php';}if ($browser[os℄=="Windows NT 5.0"){ AddIP("jar");inlude 'ms06-044_w2k.php';inlude 'megapak1.php';}//'ms06-044_w2k.php'; ex rypt}if ($browser[name℄=="Firefox"){ AddIP("firefox");inlude 'ff.php';}if ($browser[name℄=="Opera")
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C. MPACK V0.94 69{ if (substr($browser[version℄, 0, 1)<"8"){ AddIP("opera7");inlude 'o7.php';}}It is also interesting to see that there are still some developer and debug omments within thesoure ode (slightly edited):// Windows NT 5.0 = Win2000// Windows NT 5.1 = WinXP sp0,1// Windows NT 5.1 SP2 = WinXP sp2 (Windows NT 5.1; SV1) under IE// Windows NT 5.2 = Win2003[...℄//if ($browser[name℄!="Opera") && ($browser[name℄!="Firefox") && ($browser[name℄!="MSIE")//{// inlude 'megapak1.php';//}//eho getenv("HTTP_USER_AGENT")."<br>";//eho "Browser: ".$browser[name℄."<br> Browser Ver: ".$browser[version℄."<br>OS: ".$browser[os℄;


